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Abstract 

Most education research in applied behavior analysis (ABA) is specific to early learners, 

which presents significant opportunity to better determine the effectiveness of various 

instruction methods for college-aged learners (CALs). Within the context of pedagogy, or 

method of teaching, ABA is the scientific study of the effect of instructional techniques on 

student behaviors. The available research for college-aged learners is scattered, non-

definitive, and has gaps over time. Despite declension over the past half-century, research 

examining evidence-based practices in education has identified multiple approaches to help 

instructors manage and improve individual student behaviors and academic performance for 

CALs. In this review, I evaluated the available research in education generally, identified 

methods with the most empirically supported evidence as a best practice for teachers, and 

suggested topics for future research to help fill in some of the current knowledge gaps in 

ABA within the confines of education. Additionally, I reviewed the available behavior-

analytic research with CALs. These studies were evaluated by determining whether the 

instructional methods demonstrated clear results with significant improvements in student 

behaviors and student satisfaction. Analysis of the research identified personalized system of 

instruction (PSI) as the most effective teaching method for improving CAL outcomes. Given 

this finding, it is recommended that researchers in the field of ABA who are focused on 

CALs, develop more methods specific to PSI, encourage teachers apply them in a real-world 

setting, and determine how best to make this information widely available. 

Keywords: behavioral analysis in education, evidence-based teaching methods, 

pedagogy 
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A Review of Behavior Analysis in Education 

Applied behavior analysis (ABA) is the scientific approach to studying and 

understanding behavior and its relationship with the environment. ABA is a science in which 

procedures developed from behavior principles are systematically applied to improve socially 

significant behavior. It is also a data-driven science that aims to determine whether behavior 

improvements are meaningful, and the methods used are responsible for positive behavioral 

outcomes (Cooper et al., 2007). Over the past half-century, behavior analysts have designed, 

developed, implemented, and tested many procedures that have produced considerable 

benefits. These procedures have demonstrated effectiveness with all types of learners in many 

different settings, including education (Twyman, 2014a). 

Based on the most recent review of publication trends in the Journal of Applied 

Behavior Analysis (JABA) from 1968 to 1992, there was an increase of studies on target 

behaviors for individuals with developmental disabilities and a significant decline of studies 

researching academic behavior, verbal behavior, and behavioral excesses in typically 

developing children (Northup et al., 1993). Along with the decrease in studies on academic 

behavior, Northup et al. (1993) identified a shift in more research being conducted within 

community and naturalistic settings. There are recent data showing roughly that 75% of 

behavior analysts work in the practice area of treating children with developmental 

disabilities (DD) (Carr, 2016). The other 25% of behavior analysts work in practice areas 

such as education, animal behavior, criminal behavior, organizational behavior management, 

sports performance, and mental health (Carr, 2016). Additionally, over 90% of board-

certified behavior analysts (BCBAs) work in the United States (Carr, 2016). There is parallel 

between these findings, which suggests a call for diversity of practice. The distribution of 

practitioners is heavily concentrated in work with children with DDs and areas outside 

education. 
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A small proportion of ABA research and practice in education is with college-aged 

learners (CALs) in applying behavioral teaching methods to improve student performance 

(Twyman, 2014a). The purpose of this review is to: (a)  provide a brief history of behavior 

analysis in education, (b) give a general overview of behavioral teaching methods for CALs, 

(c) critically analyze the research on behavior teaching techniques with CALs, (d) compare 

the instructional methods with greatest empirical support and identify the most effective 

method for this population, (e) provide recommendations based on research on the most 

effective method for teaching CALs, and (f) provide a guide for future considerations in this 

research area. 

History of Behavior Analysis in Education 

 

 In the mid-1960’s, behavioral psychologists and researchers began systematically 

applying operant science to the development of teaching methods (Twyman, 2014a). Early 

researchers that contributed to the development of a behavior analytic approach for 

addressing socially significant behavior in education included B.F. Skinner, Fred S. Keller, 

Ogden Lindsley, Sidney Bijou and others. 

 A theoretical account of how to use behavior analytic techniques to address issues in 

teaching and learning is found in B.F. Skinner’s Technology of Teaching (1968/2003). The 

Technology of Teaching (Skinner, 1968/2003), provides detailed information on teaching 

methods, such as programmed instruction, behavioral mechanisms for improving learning, 

and techniques for limiting behavioral excesses in the classroom environment. For example, 

this book (Skinner, 1968/2003) has models for how concepts such as, “contingencies of 

reinforcement” and “stimulus control” in operant conditioning may operate in everyday 

learning environments (Skinner, 1968/2003). 

Concurrent with the emergence of Skinner’s Technology of Teaching (1968/2003), 

several other researchers made advances in the application of behavior analysis to many 
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different areas of education (Twyman, 2014a). After leaving Columbia University in the mid-

1960s, Fred S. Keller developed the Personalized System of Instruction (PSI), a teaching 

practice initially designed for and used with college students (Keller, 1968). In 1965, Ogden 

Lindsley began a line of applied research at the University of Kansas Medical Center in 

special education, teacher training, and field-based educational research (Lindsley, 1971). 

Roughly simultaneously, Sidney Bijou began his work with children at the University of 

Washington’s Institute of Child Development, where he recognized education could benefit 

immensely from the principles of ABA (Bijou & Baer, 1961).  

The Decline of ABA in Education 

Recent research in behavior analysis in education (Twyman, 2014a) suggests a 

decline in the widespread use of empirically supported interventions in schools and 

classrooms. This finding is related to an earlier research discovery (Sulzer-Azaroff & Gillat, 

1990), which found that behavior-analytic research in education publication trends in JABA 

had significantly declined. Most of the research conducted in educational settings almost 

exclusively focused on early learners, thereby largely neglecting students at the middle-

school through the university level (Sulzer-Azaroff & Gillat, 1990). Similarly, there is 

declining trend in the percentage of publications in JABA dedicated to studying academic 

related variables (Northup et al., 1993).  

There are several contributing factors to this decline (Twyman, 2014a). One reason 

may be that educators and practitioners are simply not aware of the available evidence-based 

interventions (Twyman, 2014a). There is a missing link between evidence of effective 

instructions and the methods being implemented (Carnine, 1997, 2000; Hall, 1991; 

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), 2004; No Child Left Behind (NCLB), 

2001). The issue of translating knowledge to practice has been referred to as the “research-to-

practice gap,” and has been seen in many fields other than behavioral education (Kratochwill 
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et al., 2004). Also, a lack of dissemination of evidence-based practices within behavioral 

education to areas outside of the field has led to many recommendations from researchers. 

These recommendations include strongly encouraging behavior analysts to collaborate with, 

clearly distribute ABA knowledge to, and work alongside other fields and practitioners 

outside ABA (Binder, 1994; Foxx, 1996; Pennypacker & Hench, 1997).  

Current State of ABA in Education & Necessary Changes  

Technology has had an impact on education overtime. Additionally, the educational 

system could benefit from further integration of behavior analysis and technology. Education 

technology refers to the hardware, software, and technological devices used within education 

(Twyman, 2014b; Layng & Twyman, 2013). A transformation in how we view and provide 

education is actively occurring in today’s society. This is because education has become 

more interactive and personalized with focus in self-learning, independent of behavior 

analysis (Twyman, 2014b). This transformation originates from the evolution in digital 

technologies, which sparked a revolution in education across both K-12 and university 

classroom environments. The evolution of digital technologies, such with online learning and 

computer-based instructional programs, has increased instructor access to sufficient student 

data. This increase in data can be used to improve education and add to the research in 

learning and behavior change (Twyman, 2014b). Behavior analysis is a data-driven science 

that has a lot to offer to this education revolution.  

“Education 3.0”  

The transformation and revolution in education is referred to as “Education 3.0” 

(Twyman, 2014b). “Education 3.0” features universally flexible digital environments and 

experiences, with programs that possess the ability to self-learn and adjust to the individual 

learner (Twyman, 2014b). Instigated by technology, educational systems are realizing the 
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potential of “Education 3.0,” including the capacity for increased personalization and 

improved academic outcomes (Twyman, 2014b).  

The evolution of education overtime has been paralleled with that of the web (Lengal, 

2013); for example, “Education 1.0” with the agricultural age, “Education 2.0” with the 

industrial age, and “Education 3.0” with the era in which we’re moving. The role of 

technology, teacher-student interaction, levels of teacher training, school settings, learning 

materials and outcomes, and the role of student and teacher have developed significantly 

across each variation (e.g., Education 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0; Twyman, 2014b). Characteristics of 

“Education 3.0” include: a ubiquitous technological influence; versatile teacher-student 

relationships; teachers with various experience, such as professional training, certifications, 

or students themselves; school locations found anywhere and everywhere, including 

remotely; instructional materials that derive from multiple sources; academic and social 

learning outcomes; teachers who simultaneously orchestrate, curate, and collaborate; and 

finally students whose role involves actively learning by taking ownership and responsibility 

(Keats & Schmidt, 2007; Moravec, 2008, as cited in Twyman, 2014b).  

“Education 3.0” aligns with ABA in several respects including:  instructional-

objective mastery depends on the individual pace of each student; objectives feature rapid, 

frequent responding during self-paced instructional sessions; and finally, instructional 

methods adjust accordingly in response to measures of the individual’s learning and 

performance (Barrett et al., 1991). Components such as “personalized learning” and 

“competency-based education,” (Twyman, 2014c; US Department of Education, n.d.; Sota, 

2016a) are consistent with a behavior analytic approach to education and contribute 

significantly to the concept of “Education 3.0” (Cooper et al., 2007; Twyman, 2014b).  

 A symbiotic relationship must occur between teaching methodologies and education 

technology to maximize and improve teaching and learning outcomes. Subsequently, 
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education may benefit from a fusion of behavior analysis, learning science, and technology 

(Layng & Twyman, 2013). For example, a teacher could do an in-real time fluency check of 

previously learned material by asking questions aloud to the class while simultaneously 

presenting questions and possible answers via a digital media tool (i.e., Kahoot!©, Poll 

Everywhere, etc.), all while student responses and subsequent response feedback could be 

provided using an electronic device (i.e., computer, phone, tablet). The above example 

emphasizes a technological application of several behavior teaching methods (e.g., precision 

teaching, response cards). Providing insightful, targeted, and informative data is highly 

suggested (Layng & Twyman, 2013) Additionally, selecting educational technology tools 

that provide data can allow for continuous, systematic evaluation of the instruction or 

learning environment's effectiveness and create a foundation for maximizing their efficiency 

(Layng & Twyman, 2013). 

“Education 3.0” could be actualized in educational systems throughout the U.S. and 

other countries in the world through the integration of adaptable behavioral principles, 

behavioral teaching methods, and education technologies. Before integrating education and 

technology across educational systems, it might be beneficial to start small and incorporate 

this fusion within classrooms and evaluate the effects on student performance. For example, 

researchers within ABA, education, and government education policy could collaborate to 

systematically test the integration of technology with different evidence-based practices 

within classrooms, schools, and school districts, respectively. This revolution in education for 

all populations, including CALs, may be accomplished by following the recommendations 

made by earlier researchers (Axelrod, 1991, 1992; Binder, 1994; Foxx, 1996; Pennypacker & 

Hench, 1997; Twyman & Heward, 2018); behavior analysts must actively disseminate 

evidence-based practices and collaborate with others outside of the field on research and in 

practice. 
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While there is a clear declining trend of research being conducted in behavioral 

teaching methods, there is also an issue with the translation of evidence-based instructions to 

practice in numerous educational settings. Therefore, it is important to identify the specific 

basic principles of ABA that evidence-based behavioral teaching methods rely on. 

Principles of Learning in ABA 

 Programming principles for learning were first found in the early writings of 

Comenius in the seventeenth century and even as early as in the Ancient Greek era in 

Socrates’ writings (Skinner, 1968/2003). For example, “the student should not be asked to 

take a step he cannot take” (Comenius paraphrased in Skinner, 1968/2003, p. 75). It is easy to 

see how this sentiment is reflected by subsequent researchers in behavior analysis in 

education, including “the child knows best” (Lindsley, 1990, p. 12), and “the student is 

always right” (Keller, 1968, p. 88). Taken together, these quotes express a fundamental tenet 

of behaviorist educational philosophy:  If a student is not learning, it is not the fault of the 

student, but rather the system of instruction (Engelmann & Carnine, 1991). Behavioral 

research in education aims to improve practice, and subsequently the outcomes and lives of 

students. A behavior analytic approach to educational research can achieve this by focusing 

on improving teaching and learning in ways that are direct, observable, measurable, and 

socially valid (Twyman, 2014a). 

Foundational ABA Concepts in Education 

 The principles necessary for implementing an effective behavior analytic approach to 

teaching rely on fundamental concepts; these concepts are foundational for some common 

procedures used in college teaching, such as contingent reinforcement and response cost 

(Austin, 2000). A behavior analytic approach must include clear, operationally defined 

behavioral units for behavior change that can be verified experimentally (Embry & Biglan, 

2008). Basically, student behaviors targeted for change are clearly defined and easily 
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measurable for instructors to check for improvement. This approach must also be relatively 

simple to implement with easily detectable outcomes across germane behaviors that are 

socially significant (Embry & Biglan, 2008). Teachers are more likely to implement 

interventions if they are easy to implement and test, have observable effects, allow for 

significant improvements to important classroom problems, and can easily be integrated to 

current routines (Rogers, 1995).  

Learning Principles & Behavioral Outcomes Necessary for Education  

Equivalence Relations and Stimulus Equivalence. An equivalence relation is the 

emergence of new, predictable units of behavior from units of behavior indicated previously 

in the behavioral repertoire (Sidman, 1997).  Another way to explain this principle is learning 

builds more opportunities for learning. Therefore, a previously mastered skill might be a 

prerequisite for learning additional, related skills. For example, a child who has learned to 

identify the color ‘red’ when presented with a toy fire truck is then able to identify an apple 

as the color ‘red’; this is an equivalence relation. 

The notion of equivalence relations and stimulus equivalence has been applied to the 

development of instructional designs in higher education, such as equivalence-based 

instruction (EBI) (Brodsky & Fienup, 2018). Procedures like EBI provide instructors with a 

framework for breaking down a skill into all the prerequisite components required to acquire 

specific target skills. Based on how discrete the instruction is in design, the responsibility of 

learning is less on the learner, and instead is more attributed to the instruction itself (Sidman, 

1997; Brodsky & Fienup, 2018). 

Concept Learning. One behavioral outcome that is important to education is concept 

learning. A concept refers to a set of shared features found in each example of the concept, 

and all examples of the concept will share certain “must have” and certain “can have” 

features in order to be included in the concept (Layng, 2013). The “must have” features are 
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the definite features required for inclusion in the concept, whereas the “can have” features 

refer to the features that examples might or might not have for inclusion. The “can have” 

features might change from example to example, but do not necessarily define the example as 

an instance of that concept (Layng, 2013). 

There are several necessary requirements for a student to correctly demonstrate a 

learned concept (Layng, 2013). The learner must be able to distinguish examples of the 

concept from similar nonexamples that are missing one or few defining “must have” features; 

the learner must also be able to recognize examples of the concept among a wide variety of 

non-defining “can have” features; and the learner must be able to generalize the 

understanding of the concept beyond instruction when presented with examples and 

nonexamples in the natural environment (Layng, 2013). 

Concept Learning in Education and Relevant Research. Concept learning, also 

known as concept formation, is typically referred to as the process of classifying information 

into meaningful categories. At the basic level of concept formation, the learner comes into 

contact with positive and negative (i.e., examples and non-examples) occurrences of the 

concept (Owens, 2016). Before teaching concepts, teachers must consider these positive and 

negative examples of each and the conditions under which they occur. Teachers must also 

instruct students to identify the critical features that define what an example of a concept is 

and is not. 

Behavior analysts rely on another method of teaching, shaping, in which small, 

successive approximations to a target skill are taught in sequential order (Cooper et al., 

2007). This method is also incorporated in behavioral teaching methods used with CALs 

(Mayer et al., 2014). When instructors solely rely on shaping to teach students across a 

variety of education settings including in higher education, they might overlook basic 
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methods for teaching concepts, such as rule governance, stimulus control techniques, 

discrimination training, etc. (Owens, 2016).  

Some of these methods for concept formation were initially discovered and tested in 

basic behavioral research studies in experiments with pigeons (Sidman, 1960). For example, 

in a three-experiment study (Herrnstein et al., 1976), researchers used discrimination training 

to successfully teach pigeons to only press a key when presented with correct examples of 

several different stimuli found in nature (e.g., trees, water, person). Discrimination of stimuli 

in concept formation is when stimulus control of behaviors has been achieved (Sidman, 

1960). Stimulus control describes situations in which a behavior is triggered by the presence 

or absence of a stimulus or signal (Cooper et al., 2007). Animal research, like the study 

mentioned above, helped researchers understand concept formation from a behavioral 

perspective. The term ‘memory’ processes, which is typically a more mentalistic ideology of 

concept formation and more commonly recognized in education literature, can be stated in 

behavioral terms simply as the “acquisition and loss of stimulus control” (Branch, 1977, p. 

178). Finally, another effective method for teaching concepts is the use of task analyses, 

which is a procedure that allows the learner to learn each prerequisite component in a 

sequence that helps to build the repertoire for understanding complex and abstract concepts 

(Owens, 2016). 

In summary, concept learning, as a behavioral outcome, can be achieved using 

procedures from basic behavioral research discussed above (Herrnstein et al., 1976), which 

have been incorporated in several evidence-based practices used for teaching CALs. Many 

behavioral principles functionally depend on each other. Task analyses, which are used to 

teach concepts, require a technique called shaping.  

Shaping. Shaping is a procedure in which differential reinforcement is provided for 

successive approximations (e.g., baby steps) towards a specific behavioral goal (Mayer et al., 
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2014). Successive approximation is a term used by behavior analysts which refers to when a 

particular response has changed in dimension (i.e., rate, quality, or intensity) towards the 

direction of more closely resembling the target behavior (Mayer et al., 2014). Shaping has 

been used in many practice areas of ABA:  such as teaching skill acquisition, appropriate 

social skills, and decreasing problem behaviors in individuals with DDs (Harris et al., 1967; 

Cameron & Cappello, 1993; Carr et al., 1980). Shaping has also been used effectively to 

teach CALs (Sulzar-Azaroff, 2004).  

Shaping in Education. Shaping has been a key feature in the development of 

procedures used within many different practice areas in the field of ABA. Shaping has also 

been incorporated in many evidence-based methods for teaching CALs, including 

programmed instruction (PI), direct instruction (DI), precision teaching (PT), a form of PT 

called “say-all-fast-minute-everyday-shuffled” (SAFMEDS), PSI, and computer-aided 

personalized system of instruction (CAPSI) (Mayer et al., 2014). Shaping has proven an 

effective behavioral technique for teaching successive approximations to various preferred 

targets, or end-goal responses. For example, DI instructors use reinforcement (e.g., praise) 

and extinction (i.e., the absence of reinforcement) paired systematically and simultaneously 

with verbal, auditory, visual, and gestural prompts, to teach correct individual and/or group 

responding to academic goals.   

There are several different steps for using shaping effectively (Mayer et al., 2014). 

Research suggests instructors become familiar with and assess their students’ behavioral 

repertoires prior to implementing or incorporating shaping within the teaching methods they 

plan to use. By assessing current repertoires, teachers will be able to identify the best place to 

start, as this might vary significantly across individual students (Mayer et al., 2014). It is also 

suggested that teachers select and apply a reliable, valid ongoing measurement system which 

will make assessment of progress much easier.  
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As mentioned briefly in the section prior for teaching concept formation, task 

analyses or breaking up a task into subcomponents, can be used to better identify each 

sequential step for shaping successive approximations toward the desired end goal (Mayer et 

al., 2014).  This research also suggested several other procedures instructors can use in 

combination with shaping, include discriminative stimuli and prompt fading (Mayer et al., 

2014). Prompts and descriptive feedback can function as discriminative stimuli to help teach 

the baby steps in a sequence, but these prompts need to be faded out eventually to allow 

students to perform the desired task more independently.  

“Goal-setting” is another way shaping is used in behavioral literature with adults, in 

which the completion of each previous goal and the subsequent access to the following goal, 

acts as a reinforcer for that individual (Sulzar-Azaroff & Harsharger, 1995).  

Evidence-Based Practices & Behavioral Teaching Methods 

 Overall, research in ABA and education has led to the development of many teaching 

tactics used to identify and change alterable classroom variables (Twyman, 2014a; Embry & 

Biglan, 2008; Heward et al., 1994/2005; Twyman & Heward, 2018). All evidence-based 

practices that yield proficient student outcomes share this basic structure: a solid instructional 

design, high rates of relevant learner responses with contingent feedback, and an ongoing 

instructional decision-making based on direct and frequent measures of student performance 

(Markle, 1983/1990; Twyman et al., 2005; Hattie & Timperly, 2007; Heward, 1994; Bushell 

& Baer, 1994; Twyman & Heward, 2018). 

There are several evidence-based practices and models found to improve student 

learning and produce effective outcomes across a variety of populations within education. 

These include, but are not limited to: programmed instruction (PI),  direct instruction (DI), 

precision teaching (PT), personalized system of instruction (PSI), response cards, functional 

behavior analysis and assessment (FBA), class-wide peer tutoring (CWPT), The Competent 
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Learner Model (CLM), The Comprehensive Application of Behavior Analysis to Schooling 

(CABAS), The Pyramid Approach and the Picture Exchange System (PECS), School wide 

Positive Behavioral Supports (SWPBS), equivalence-based instruction (EBI) (Brodsky & 

Fienup, 2018), interteaching (Querol et al., 2015), flipped learning (Sota, 2016b), and many 

others (Twyman, 2014a). See Twyman’s review (2014a) for a more detailed description of 

the literature on the instructional methods effective in K-12 education. For the benefit of this 

literature review, detailed discussion will be provided only on the evidence-based practices 

found to be effective and empirically supported with CALs, as this is the population of 

learners that has been neglected the most in the research (Twyman, 2014a; Sulzer-Azaroff & 

Gillat, 1990; Northup et al., 1993).  

Programmed Instruction 

Programmed instruction (PI) was the first instructional design to fuse a science of 

learning with technology and is also an instructional application of shaping procedures and 

reinforcement contingencies (Skinner, 1958; Mayer et al., 2014). In 1958, Skinner created the 

teaching machine, a device for delivering PI created from laboratory derived methods. 

PI is a specialized method of teaching that presents material in structured, logical, and 

systematic sequences that feature behavioral objectives, such as reinforcement, high rates of 

relevant activities, shaping successive approximations, and mastery progression (Twyman, 

2014a). After experimental use of PI began in the 1920s and 1930s, B.F. Skinner and J.G. 

Holland implemented PI in behavioral psychology courses at Harvard University in the late 

1950s (Holland & Skinner, 1961). Adaptations of PI have helped teachers to deliver strategic 

instruction, which continues to be integrated in teaching curricula today (Twyman, 2014a). PI 

is an early instructional design based on basic behavioral principles that has been integral in 

the development of other behavior-analytic approaches to education with CALs that exist 

today (i.e., PT, PSI, PI, Interteaching, etc.) (Querol et al., 2015). PI was the first behavioral 
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teaching method to heavily rely on technology. Many other behavioral teaching methods 

developed have followed suit and incorporated technology to increase the efficiency of 

design. 

Direct Instruction (DI) 

Direct Instruction (DI) involves carefully planned lessons broken into small learning 

sections specifically designed for individuals (Kinder & Carnine, 1991). Using scientific 

methodology to inform the development of procedures effective for teaching concepts and 

ideas, Zig Engelmann and colleagues Carl Bereiter and Wes Becker constructed what became 

known as “DI” in the early 1960s. This method is a carefully designed instruction model that 

relies heavily on prewritten scripted sequences (Twyman, 2014a). 

The instructional design and delivery principles of DI differs from other behavioral 

education approaches in its degree of manipulation of antecedent stimuli, such as teacher 

wording and delivery of instruction (Kinder & Carnie, 1991). For example, teachers might 

use key phrases, or add vocal inflections and other auditory-visual prompts, to help cue 

students to how and when to respond. DI relies on multiple design and delivery principles 

that allow for effective instruction.   

The instructional design principles employed in DI-based curricula include explicit 

teaching of rules and strategies, example selection, example sequencing, and covertization 

(Kinder & Carnine, 1991). The first design principle, the explicit teaching of rules and 

strategies, involves teaching steps of a target response or sequence of responses overtly. 

Example selection requires the instructor to implement a guided practice of the previous 

learning material. During guided practice, the instructor presents a variety of exemplars and 

sequences that include examples and matching non-examples, which promote generalization 

of the learning material. The third design principle, example sequencing, involves the 

instruction of examples and matched non-examples be delivered in succession to foster the 
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detection of small changes and teach discrimination. Lastly, covertization, requires steps 

initially taught overtly, be systematically faded in subsequent instructions. This systematic 

fading procedure will promote students’ ability to apply strategies covertly (i.e., privately to 

themselves) and independently.   

The delivery principles or specific teaching procedures, which are essential features to 

DI, include brisk pacing of questions and specific correction procedures (Kinder & Carnine, 

1991). The delivery principle involving the quick pacing of questions, is the fast pace 

delivery of items and subsequent answers, which helps to maintain the interest of individuals 

in groups and create behavioral momentum for high-rate responding. This delivery principle 

also increases the potential amount of instructional material delivered in a fixed time. The 

other delivery principle which involves implementing specific correction procedures, is vital 

for providing consistent, immediate academic feedback, while the particular instructor 

feedback is provided based on the type of error committed. This delivery principle involves 

adult direction, repetitious practice, and choral responding, which allows for more 

opportunities to respond (Kinder & Carnine, 1991).  

There is extensive research supporting the effectiveness of DI procedures across a 

variety of ages, and ability levels in typical classroom and in special education settings. 

Overall, findings indicate DI produces higher academic gains when compared with other 

forms of instruction (Kinder & Carnine, 1991; Becker, 1977; Becker & Carnine, 1980; 

Becker & Gersten, 1982; Gerstan, 1985; Horner & Albin, 1988; White, 1988; Ganschow & 

Sparks, 1995; Patching et al., 1983). The prior research literature has primarily examined 

effects of DI with elementary, middle, and high school students (Becker, 1977; Becker & 

Carnine, 1980; Becker & Gersten, 1982; Ganschow & Sparks, 1995; Patching et al., 1983), 

and there are very few studies that examine effectiveness of DI with CALs or adult learners. 

DI Research with CALs 
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One study (Kitz & Thorpe, 1995) used DI with 26 recent high-school graduates with 

learning disabilities to assess the acquisition of algebra skills. Students enrolled in an 8-week 

summer course in college algebra were randomly assigned to either the control or 

experimental group. The control group received a traditional textbook, while the 

experimental group received a videodisc with an algebra instructional guide based on DI 

principles. Results showed that students in the videodisc group scored higher in both post-

tests and quiz scores from their first college algebra course (Kitz & Thorpe, 1995), relative to 

the students who only received textbooks.  

While somewhat less behavioral in design, the following studies were the only other 

DI research studies found that addressed the performance of CALs. For example, in Casazza 

(1993) used a model of DI to teach summary writing in a college reading class. While this 

study presented no experimental data on the students writing improvements, there were some 

social validity measures used and high student satisfaction was reported. Another study 

(Cummings et al., 2010), used a quasi-experimental design to evaluate the effects of DI on 

undergraduate education majors' moral reasoning and compare the pre- and post-test scores 

of students in the experimental group (course section that received DI) and control groups 

(course sections that received traditional lecture format). Results showed a statistical 

difference between the pre- and post-test scores for students in the DI course and between the 

students' post-test scores in the DI course and the students in traditional lecture courses. 

These results indicated that students in the DI course made significant improvements from 

pre- to post-test scores in moral reasoning tests compared to that of the students in the 

traditional lecture courses.  

There are several limitations to the available DI research, some of which are 

indicative of the limitations of the behavior-analytic educational research literature, 

generally. The majority of DI research utilizes group designs (Kinder & Carnine, 1991), 
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without comparison to single-subject data. There are several limitations with this approach 

(Barlow et al., 2009) including the ethical issues with control groups not receiving 

interventions, and that inter-subject variability can be lost in aggregated data. Also, the 

dependent variables (i.e., measures of academic behavior change) in some of the available DI 

research with CALs used were standardized tests (Cummings et al., 2010), which are only as 

effective in measurement as they are in their design (Larsson, 2014). Furthermore, Casazza 

(1993) was lacking empirical support for the effectiveness of DI for improving college 

writing, but based on the reports of high social validity, could be a useful model for future 

research in writing courses for CALs.  

Precision Teaching (PT)  

Precision Teaching (PT) is a precise and systematic method for evaluating 

instructional tactics and the components of school curricula that involve making effective 

educational decisions by closely monitoring the changes in performance patterns along 

standard celeration charts (Lindsley, 1992b). PT follows four guiding principles that include: 

an emphasis on directly observable behavior, frequency as a measure for performance, 

relying on standard celeration charts (SCC) as a simplified graphic display tool for 

conducting data analysis and predicting future performance (Lindsley, 1991; Aniano et al., 

2015), and the concept of individualized, student-centered learning (Lindsley, 1992b).  The 

teacher's role involves arranging the learning environment, including the structure of the 

materials and methods used. The goal is to create an environment that teaches the students to 

teach themselves using strategies such as self-counting, timing, charting, one-on-one 

direction, and support (Lindsley, 1992b; Twyman, 2014a). PT has also been referred to as 

generative learning (Mayer et al., 2014; Johnson & Layng, 1992) because fluency training 

encourages behavioral cusps to occur, which strengthens the comprehension of new material 

as a result of previous learning.   
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PT has been incorporated in many educational program settings to improve various 

academic skills with learners of all ages (Layng et al., 2003, 2004; Johnson & Layng, 1992, 

1994; Merbitz et al., 2004). PT was founded by Lindsley in 1965 and initially implemented in 

special education classrooms in the Children’ Rehabilitation Unit of the University of Kansas 

Medical Center (Linsley, 1991). Initial success with self-monitored behaviors specific to 

children's handicap deficits led special education teachers within the unit to implement PT to 

improve their primary and elementary academic skills (Koenig, 1967; Slezak, 1969; 

Edwards, 1969; Fink, 1968). Through the work directed by Eric Haughton and fellow 

students from the University of Oregon, they integrated PT within the elementary classrooms 

of typically developing children (Haughton, 1972; Johnson, 1971; Starlin, A., 1971, 1972; 

Starlin, C. M., 1970). A short time later, district- and state-wide projects gained federal 

funding to train numerous teachers to use PT, which instigated class-wide implementation 

with middle and high schoolers (Beck, 1976; Sokolove, 1978; Willis, 1974; Beck, 1981). 

Lindsley emphasized PT can be incorporated or used in combination with any 

teaching method or approach. For example, there have been many effective applications of 

PT when combined with DI (e.g., Kubina et al., 2009) and as a component in contemporary 

sophistication of PI educational designs (e.g., The Headsprout Basic Reading Program) 

(Layng et al., 2003, 2004). Additionally, many collegiate programs (i.e., Rollins College, 

University of Florida, Florida Institute of Technology, Jacksonville State University, etc.) 

incorporate several forms of PT commonly used with CALs (e.g., SAFMEDS and computer-

based PT). 

Precision Teaching with CALs 

The say-all-fast-minute-everyday-shuffled (SAFMEDS) strategy is used for 

instruction and assessment (Quigley et al., 2017) . This method emerged from Lindsley’s 

between the late 1970s and early 1980s, and was first used with his graduate students (Calkin, 
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2003; Graf & Auman, 2005; Potts et al., 1993). SAFMEDS is a high-frequency oriented 

method of using flashcards, in which students ‘see’ a stimulus and ‘say’ a response. There are 

other variations of the stimulus and response in SAFMEDS, which can be altered depending 

on the instructional material and learner’s preference (e.g., see/write, hear/say, see/sort) 

(Quigley et al., 2017). The standard SAFMEDS procedure requires the student: 1) hold the 

full deck and shuffle cards, 2) start one-minute timer, 3) 'see' information on the front and 

'say' what is on the back, 4) turn card over to check for accuracy, 5) sort correct and incorrect 

responses into piles, 6) count correct and incorrect answers when the timer ends, 7) take data 

on progress and review difficult material, and finally, 8) repeat daily (Lindsley, 1996; 

Quigley et al., 2017).  

A recent comprehensive review of SAFMEDS literature (Quigley et al., 2017) found 

16 of 27 evidence-based studies including participants who were either CALs or adult 

learners in general; the remaining studies were with adolescent participants. While all 

learners gained improvements in various disciplines, all peer-reviewed studies reportedly 

used adaptations of the standard SAFMEDS procedure (Lindsley, 1996) to meet individual 

needs (Quigley et al., 2017).  

Another study (McDade et al., 1985) evaluated the differences in the fluency 

performances of undergraduate students receiving both SAFMEDS and computer-based PT 

formats separately. Assessment of individual student preferences for either PT strategy 

occurred following the investigation. The study found the majority of students (14 of the 18 

students in one section and 13 of the 15 students in the other) demonstrated more significant 

fluency improvements with SAFMEDS compared with the computer-based PT program. 

However, a higher majority of the students preferred computer-based instruction over 

SAFMEDS, as there were considerable student reports of anxiety with SAFMEDS, mostly 
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related to the procedure's self-monitoring component (McDade et al., 1985). While, some 

students reported the computer-based PT was "less personal."   

Several projects and programs have implemented PT with success in improving 

academic performance for CALs who have benefited little from the traditional lecture format. 

These include the Malcolm X College in Chicago (Johnson & Layng, 1992, 1994), which has 

been operating since the early 1990s, and Jacksonville State University (JSU) in Alabama, 

which was founded in 1978 (McDade & Brown, 2001). Additionally, an adaptation of PT 

was implemented successfully with job seekers and pre-college learners seeking enrollment 

in community colleges (Johnson & Layng, 1992), and demonstrated academic and pre-

vocational skill improvements for more than half of the students. 

There is an abundance of empirical support for the application of PT with CALs and 

many successful variations used with this population. The available PT research with this 

population has used empirically valid experimental designs and data evaluation techniques. 

For example, more than half of the SAFMEDS articles reviewed in Quigley et al. (2017) met 

their data-based and peer-reviewed criteria. Also, McDade et al. (1985) used visual analysis 

to evaluate individual student data when comparing their fluency improvement rates with 

SAFMEDS and the computer-based PT program.  

There are also some disadvantages to the available research on SAFMEDS and 

general PT research. While individualization might be beneficial to some learners, regarding 

the SAFMEDS procedure design specifically, too many variations in procedure across the 

research makes it challenging to provide a generalized analysis of the effectiveness of 

SAFMEDS (Quigley et al., 2017). Future research might benefit from the use of a more 

conceptually systematic design across participants, such as the standard SAFMEDS 

procedure (Lindsley, 1996). Another consideration is that while research has demonstrated 

most CALs show more improvements in fluency with SAFMEDS than with computer-based 
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PT programs (McDade et al., 1985), student preferences were much higher with computer-

based PT programs. Instructors should consider this study when choosing which PT form to 

implement with CALs, and selections should take student preferences and general academic 

workload into account. Future research might benefit from component analyses of each PT 

format and further research on student preference.  

Response Cards 

Response cards are physical signs that are held up by all students in a classroom to 

display their response to questions and problems posed by the teachers and function to 

increase active student responding during group instruction. This approach derives from the 

theory that the active student response is the concept of “the learning trial” as the basic unit 

of instruction (Randolph, 2007). A learning trial is made up of three components: an 

instructional antecedent, a student response, and teacher feedback. While some argue that 

considering the learning trial to be the basic unit of instruction distorts and underestimates the 

nature of the teaching and learning process, research has demonstrated that the frequency and 

intervals of learning trials are tightly correlated with academic success (Randolph, 2007; 

Heward, 1994; Roseshine & Berlinger, 1978). Therefore, active student response 

interventions such as response cards may increase the number of learning trials that occur 

during classroom instruction. 

A review of the research in response cards shows that this method has had significant 

results across various populations, settings, instructors, and behaviors. For instance, response 

cards have been found to increase active student responding (Gardner et al., 1994; Narayan et 

al., 1990), improve test scores (Cavanaugh et al., 1996), and decrease disruptive classroom 

behaviors (Armendariz & Umbreit, 1999; Chirstle & Schuster, 2003; Davis & O’Neil, 2004; 

Godfrey et al., 2003; Lambert et al., 2006). For example, Narayan et al. (1990) evaluated and 

compared the effects of write-on response cards and hand-raising with fourth grade students. 
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The authors indicated higher student participation and quiz scores occurred on the day’s 

response cards were used. In a meta-analysis, Randolph (2007) found statistically significant 

effect sizes for test achievement, quiz achievement, participation, and reductions in problem 

behavior for all 18 studies that used response cards, regardless of the type of response cards 

used, place of publication, type of publication, and sample size. Unfortunately, there is very 

little research studying the effects of response cards to improve student performance with 

CALs. The results of several of these studies will be considered.  

Response Cards with CALs 

Response Cards for Improving Quiz Scores. Kellum et al. (2001) investigated the 

effects of response cards on the quiz scores of students in a community college education 

course. Using an alternating treatments design (Kazdin, 2011; Cooper et al., 2007), they 

compared the effects of presenting review questions with and without response cards. 

Answers to review questions were provided via hand raising in the review question only 

condition, and student responding was optional. In the response card condition, all students 

were prompted to raise cards with the individually selected responses. The authors found 

there were higher quiz scores in the response card condition when compared to the review 

only condition. Marmolejo et al. (2004) systematically replicated Kellum et al. (2001) and 

evaluated the effects of response cards on daily quiz scores with CALs. The authors also used 

an alternating treatments design to compare the effects of response cards and traditional 

lecture format (i.e., hand raising) on student quiz performance. This study resembled Kellum 

et al. (2001) in the design of response card and lecture conditions but differed because 

quizzes occurred daily rather than weekly. Marmolejo et al. (2004) found similar results to 

Kellum et al. (2001) and reported higher daily quiz scores in the response card condition. 

Results of these two studies demonstrate empirical support for using response cards to 
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improve daily and weekly quiz scores with CALs. The finding of this research also suggests 

response cards can improve students’ long-term maintenance (i.e., retention). 

Malanga and Sweeney (2008) further extended the research conducted by Kellum et 

al. (2001) and Marmolejo et al. (2004). The authors used an alternating treatments design to 

evaluate and compare two different active student responding (ASR) methods on weekly quiz 

scores for CALs:  daily assessments and response cards. In both Kellum et al. (2001) and 

Marmolejo et al. (2004), the baseline was identical to the standard lecture format condition, a 

non-ASR method, which they compared to response cards. On the other hand, Malanga and 

Sweeny (2008) compared two different ASR methods in the intervention phase relative to 

baseline, which was also identical to the standard lecture format condition in the previous 

studies. In the daily assessment condition, instructors provided five short questions related to 

lecture material at the end of class. After students finished answering questions, the teacher 

reviewed each item verbally and progressively provided correct answers via overhead 

transparency. In the response card condition, the instructor provided review questions at the 

end of the lecture, which was provided gradually via the projector. After time elapsed, which 

varied depending on question difficulty, the instructor prompted students to raise their cards 

with student-selected responses. Relative to baseline, results of students' average weekly quiz 

scores showed higher weekly quiz scores in the daily assessment when compared to those in 

the response card condition. However, evaluation of the individual data indicated results were 

idiosyncratic (Malanga & Sweeney, 2008). For some students, response cards were 

significantly more effective than daily assessments for improving weekly quiz scores. This 

study's findings extend the response card literature, and idiosyncrasies in individual data 

suggest that instructors select teaching methods carefully. It might be beneficial to expose 

students to multiple ASR methods and assess individual data on quiz performances and 

student preference on methods used.   
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Long Term Effects of Response Cards. Another study (Shabani & Carr, 2004) 

evaluated the long-term effects of response cards on academic achievements and participation 

in two experiments with university psychology majors in two Research Methods courses. The 

authors used a between-subjects quasi-experimental group design in the first experiment and 

a single-subject strategy in the second experiment. Both included the same three conditions: 

1) review questions with response cards, 2) review questions without response cards and 3) a 

standard lecture format. Experiment one measured students' daily quiz scores, while 

experiment two measured students' percentage with final class "A" grades. They reported that 

while response cards improved performance on daily quizzes in Class A, the difference was 

only slightly higher compared to the other conditions. Response cards did not have an impact 

on the daily quiz scores of the students in Class B. Results of the second experiment indicated 

no difference in the percentages of "A" grades across conditions for either course section. 

The effects of response cards alone might not be sufficient to maintain performance over 

more extended periods (Shabani & Carr, 2004), which is contradictory to suggestions from 

previous findings (i.e., Kellum et al., 2001; Marmolejo et al., 2004). Although this study's 

results did not indicate that response cards were a reliable intervention for improving final 

grades, they did find the social validity of the instructional approach was significantly high. 

For instance, response cards improved participation significantly; students were more 

actively engaged, and reportedly enjoyed class more.  

A limitation of Shabani and Carr (2004) is while they used a single-subject strategy to 

display graphs, which allows for clarity in analysis of the data, the authors did not provide 

figures or reports of the individual data like Malanga and Sweeney (2008). Without this, it is 

impossible to determine if some students' daily quiz scores benefited from response cards 

more than others, especially considering participation measures were significantly high in 

this condition. However, compared to the other studies, Shabani and Carr (2004) provided 
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additional data on observable behaviors (e.g., response card raises, hand raises, and callouts) 

rather than just permanent products (e.g., daily and weekly quizzes, final exam grades). 

While permanent products are a good measure for student academic achievement, ongoing 

measurement of observable student behavior can help instructors monitor the subtle effects of 

teaching methods and advise when adjustments may be necessary.    

While the effects of the previously discussed studies on response cards with CALs are 

relatively mixed, several studies outside of ABA offer this research area. Student response 

systems (SRS) are similar to response cards, but instead of using physical cards, they require 

clickers and other technological devices. With SRS, teachers still provide a question and 

allow students to respond. SRS research indicates its' effectiveness for increasing student 

participation (Dangel & Wang, 2008; Stowell & Nelson, 2007; Trees & Jackson, 2007), 

academic achievement (Yaoyuneyong & Thornton, 2011), and more preferred than 

traditional lecture format (Kaleta & Joosten, 2007). Some other online programs and 

applications that are functionally similar to response card technology, have developed in the 

past decade (i.e., Kahoot! ©, Poll Everywhere, etc.). While there is no research published 

evaluating this similar response card technology's effects, these programs are typically free 

and easy to access and download on various student-owned devices (i.e., smartphones and 

laptops). This other response card technology also takes data on correct and incorrect 

responses. It might be potentially more cost- and time-efficient for teachers to implement 

than response cards and some SRS methods (i.e., clickers). Another advantage of using this 

response card technology is it can easily be integrated into distance education (i.e., online 

learning) to increase academic performance and student participation, which is often lower in 

the latter by the nature of this educational environment. 

Interteaching 
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Interteaching is a relatively new behavioral teaching method founded on principles of 

learning, utilizes features of other evidence-based practices, and is most used with CALs 

(Boyce & Hineline, 2002). The six essential components of interteaching (Querol et al., 

2015) include: 

a) The first is a preparation guide that outlines readings, consists of 10-12 practice 

questions, and functions as a study guide for students to prepare for and help facilitate high-

quality group discussions in the subsequent class. These are typically distributed via hard 

copy at the end of each class, or several days prior in online student platforms (i.e., 

Blackboard).  

b) The second is the "interteach" component which consists of small group peer 

guided discussions for reviewing study questions. The instructor actively supervises group 

discussions, responds to the problems within groups, and intervenes when necessary, to guide 

discussions. 

c) The third component is an online or paper record sheet for students to provide 

instructors with frequent feedback on any problems with study questions, the quality of group 

discussions, and to report on the assistance supplied from group members. The instructor 

reviews the record sheet and addresses students’ queries and other relative issues in a 

clarifying lecture.  

d) The fourth component of interteaching is the clarifying lecture, which addresses the 

topics on the record sheet. Clarifying lectures will typically occur at the beginning of the 

following class, which allows for sufficient time for the instructor to review the record sheet 

and adequately prepare.  

e) Another component is the small, frequent probes for mastery of the material (i.e., 

quizzes and exams). These are modeled after the questions and assigned reading in the 

preparation guides, and overall grades are not primarily affected by low grades on a particular 
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probe. This component allows instructors to provide ongoing assessments of student 

maintenance and progress (Saville, Lambert, et al., 2011).  

f) The final element of interteaching is an interdependent group contingency. All 

students in separate discussion groups can earn points if all members contribute to a high-

quality discussion. Students can use points toward testing probe grades. The immediacy of 

quality point delivery as feedback was notable for promoting student participation and 

learning (Rosales, Soldner, & Crimando, 2014).  

Overall, interteaching is an instructional approach that diverges from the lecture 

method and includes a package of procedures to create classroom contingencies that rely less 

on self-management strategies to promote student success (Querol et al., 2015).  The 

interteaching teaching package emphasizes active student-driven learning, peer teaching, 

class preparedness, instructor facilitation, frequent tests for master, use of positive-

reinforcement strategies, and immediacy of feedback on student learning (Querol et al., 

2015).  

Interteaching with CALs 

Interteaching is a relatively newer behavioral teaching method, with research 

occurring in the last two decades. The majority of research has been conducted with CALs, as 

this method was primarily designed for higher education (Querol et al., 2015). 

In a comprehensive review of the interteaching literature with CALs (Querol et al., 

2015), 25 articles met inclusion criteria. The studies were evaluated based on participants' 

demographics, settings, experimental designs, dependent variables manipulated, academic 

discipline, and social validity. Compared to traditional lecture format (see Querol et al. for 

examples of these studies), interteaching demonstrated effects across various dependent 

variables including academic achievements in many forms (i.e., homework, participation, 

probe grades, final exam scores, and maintenance tests). Interteaching also demonstrated 
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effects across various disciplines: computer programming, political science, nutrition, special 

education, nutrition, social welfare, and several psychology courses (i.e., introductory, 

abnormal, research methods, and behavior analysis). The few studies that conducted 

component analyses emphasized several components were critical for student success: 1) 

distribution of quality points in group contingencies (i.e., Saville & Zinn, 2009), 2) the 

clarifying lecture (Saville, Cox, et al., 2011), 3) preference assessments for discussion sizes 

(Truelove et al., 2013), and 4) frequent test probes (Felderman, 2014). 

There is significant empirical support for the use of interteaching with CALs for 

improving academic achievement across various disciplines, with high social validity and 

student preference for interteaching over lecture (Querol et al., 2015). Interteaching 

incorporates several important learning principles for improving student performance, such as 

shaping (i.e., study guide questions progressively alter from easy to challenging) and 

reinforcement contingencies (i.e., quality points for group discussions). There are several 

recommendations for interteaching pedagogy. For example, future research could look at 

examining an adaptation of interteaching for distance education and blended online learning 

courses (Querol et al., 2015). Also, there is significantly less interteaching research devoted 

to component analyses of this instructional package. Since this method is relatively new, 

further research could confirm the critical components necessary for improving student 

learning and outcomes.  

Equivalence-Based Instruction (EBI) 

Equivalence-based instruction (EBI) is a teaching method derived from stimulus 

equivalence principles, which aims to teach academically relevant concepts. EBI developed 

from Sidman’s work with children with developmental disabilities (Rumbaugh, 1995) in 

which he discovered the emergence of equivalence relations (see Equivalence Relations 

section). For example, a learner establishes stimulus equivalence after the relations, A-B and 
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A-C, result in the student learning B-C and C-B without direct instruction. With the 

mathematical set theory application, Sidman later described the emergence of novel stimulus-

stimulus relations in which each distinctive stimulus is jointly paired (stimulus equivalence; 

Sidman, 1994). Studies in basic behavioral research and ABA helped researchers further 

discover the principles governing equivalence relation formation and how to apply these 

concepts to socially significant behavior (Rehfeldt, 2011).  

Subsequently, researchers used these principles to design curricula for CALs, which 

address instructional issues (e.g., aversive control in the lecture format) and increase 

efficiency for improving course study with low-performing students (Michael, 1991). EBI 

uses match-to-sample (MTS) procedures to teaches students to treat separate stimuli as 

functionally interchangeable by training overlapping conditional discriminations (Fienup et 

al., 2011). A conditional discrimination is one in which reinforcement provided for a 

response to a stimulus is dependent on the presence of other “conditional” stimuli (Cooper et 

al., 2007). In EBI, conditional discriminations are taught in order and to mastery. For 

example, instructors begin with teaching the baseline overlapping relations and observe the 

emergence of derived relations, including symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence (Sidman, 

1994). A learner who has mastered all baseline and derived relations is said to have formed 

an equivalence class (Green & Saunders, 1998). Most research conducted in EBI has been 

with CALs and several studies that have produced many gains for this population are 

discussed below.  

EBI with CALs 

EBI Meta-Analyses Research. Brodsky and Fienup (2018) conducted the first meta-

analysis of EBI in higher education, which is a review of several independent studies in the 

same subject to examine overall trends. About 28 studies met criteria for inclusion, and all 

used either group designs or single-subject designs. About 48% of the experiments assessed 
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interobserver agreement and 13% took treatment integrity data. Publications occurred in 

various peer-reviewed behavior-analysis and educational journals (i.e., Journal of Applied 

Behavior Analysis, Journal of Behavioral Education, etc.). The authors reported the first EBI 

publication occurred in 1989, about 18 years after Sidman's seminal article on equivalence 

relations (Sidman, 1971). Roughly 65% of the studies were conducted on academically 

relevant learning in highly controlled laboratory settings. In contrast, the other studies 

reported EBI protocols implemented in higher education curricula. A significant portion of 

the studies conducted with CALs occurred in the last decade. The studies measured various 

response topographies and evaluated EBI effects on many dependent variables, and most 

studies used computer-based or written format MTS procedures (Brodsky & Fienup, 2018). 

EBI's impact in terms of percentage of correct responses on equivalence class formation or 

defined efficiency in the number of trials or time required to master equivalence classes 

(Brodsky & Fienup, 2018). The authors aimed to answer several questions about the EBI 

research conducted: 1) "Is EBI effective?", 2) "Are some EBI variations more effective than 

others?" and 3) "Is EBI more effective than other alternative instructional methods?".  

To answer the first research question, Brodsky and Fienup (2018) examined the 23 

studies that evaluated the effects of EBI compared to baseline or control. Group design 

studies with both within- and between-subject measures, found statistically significant results 

of EBI pre- and post-test scores compared to no-instruction controls. Large effect sizes were 

demonstrated in single-subject design studies, as well. Results of the second research 

question indicated few studies compared variations of EBI with between-subject controls and 

found low statistical significance in EBI variations and training sequences. However, one 

study (Fienup et al., 2015), which compared simple-to-complex and simultaneous training 

protocols, found they were more effective with four-member classes than three-member 

classes. The investigation results in their third research question indicated there aren't enough 
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studies comparing EBI to alternative instructions to determine which is more effective 

(Brodsky & Fienup, 2018). EBI is a sufficient method for teaching equivalence relations for 

training small sets of stimuli across various disciplines (i.e., statistics, mathematics, 

neuroanatomy, music) (Brodsky & Fienup, 2018). However, more research is needed to 

examine EBI's effectiveness for teaching the full range of stimuli students are required to 

learn in an entire college semester course. Most EBI research conducted occurred in highly 

controlled laboratory settings; therefore, it falls more under basic behavioral and translational 

research (Brodsky & Fienup, 2018). However, several more recent EBI studies have been 

conducted in more naturalistic or 'applied' settings (Greville et al., 2016; O'Neill et al., 2015; 

Pytte & Fienup, 2012; Varelas & Fields, 2017). 

EBI Research in Applied Settings. For instance, in a recent, more applied study, 

Ramos et al. (2018) evaluated EBI's effects on teaching basic music reading and piano skills 

to CALs. The authors reported that few studies examined the effects of EBI on teaching 

leisure skills. Fewer studies focused on using this method to teach music reading and piano 

skills (Arntzen et al., 2010; Hayes et al., 1989; Perez & de Rose, 2010). Since music 

instruction involves establishing classes of auditory (e.g., sounds of notes) and visual stimuli 

(e.g., written notes), and teaching students to play an instrument in these stimuli, EBI could 

be beneficial for teaching beginner-level music reading and piano skills (Ramos et al., 2018). 

This study tested a simple EBI procedure, MTS, for teaching basic piano skills to six female 

college students with no prior exposure to music education. The authors used a two-tier 

nonconcurrent multiple-baseline-across-participants design, to evaluate EBI procedure effects 

on the percentage of trials with correct responses during training and testing phases. Students 

were exposed to a simple visual-visual MTS task with common stimuli (i.e., elephant, 

balloon, apple) to familiarize them with the procedure and the computer software in the 

training phase. The music testing protocol involved a series of visual-visual and auditory-
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visual MTS tasks and probes for vocal responses and piano playing. The authors tested all 

possible relations before experimentation to rule out prior learning and to ensure students 

could not correctly select either of the following relations before training: the textual chord 

symbol for the musical symbol (e.g., BC) or the reverse (e.g., CB), select either the correct 

textual or musical notation when presented with the spoken name (e.g., AB, AC), vocally 

label the textual chord or musical symbol (e.g., BD, CD), nor play the correct chord piano 

keys when presented the spoken, textual, or musical notation of the chord (e.g., AE, BE, CE). 

To assess for equivalence formation, the authors re-evaluated the relations described above 

following MTS and piano training (Ramos et al., 2018, pp. 218). Mastery criteria for training 

and post-tests were 89% correct responding or above. The authors implemented piano 

playing post-tests and novel sequencing post-tests to assess for generalization of mastered 

musical and textual chord representation in song form (e.g., Amazing Grace).     

Results of the pretests in Ramos et al. (2018) indicated all students scored below 56% 

on all relations except for the attending to verbally spoken chord, textual written chord, or 

vocally labeling (e.g., AB and BD relations). Although students scored higher on these 

relations (89% or above), the authors expected this response pattern because it is similar to 

MTS with letters of the alphabet. Results of the training and post-tests indicated that the 

procedure was sufficient for all students in training relations, including in auditory-visual 

(AB, AC, AB/AC mixed), visual-visual (BC, CB), and vocal (BD, CD) tests. Subsequently, 

all students met mastery criteria for the piano tests (AE) and transfer function test (BE, CE). 

Only one student required remedial training in the vocal, piano, and transfer function tests. 

However, the student quickly met the criteria following additional training. Therefore, all six 

students learned to select the textual and musical symbols of three different chords when they 

heard each chord's spoken name. Additionally, the students learned to play the chords when 

they heard or saw the textual or musical notation.  
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There are several strengths to this study. Ramos et al. (2018) used a multiple baseline 

design to demonstrate experimental control and confirm EBI procedures, MTS training, and 

remedial training were responsible for establishing equivalence relations among all students. 

The authors systematically replicated previous studies (Arntzen et al., 2010; Hayes et al., 

1989; Perez & de Rose, 2010) and extended the findings by demonstrating that trained 

relations using EBI could also result in socially significant outcomes, such as students 

learning to play a song. However, they failed to systematically fade programmed 

consequences in training to maintain consistent responding despite the absence of 

reinforcement (Ramos et al., 2018). While this did not affect any of the students' performance 

of equivalence relations, future replications with CALs, and especially with children, should 

take considerations. Not all student responses will maintain in the absence of reinforcement 

without incorporating fading procedures.  

After reviewing the available EBI research, there are several limitations to discuss. 

Most research takes place in highly controlled settings (i.e., experimental laboratories) and 

less in applied naturalistic settings (i.e., traditional classrooms, online learning, distance 

education). Additionally, EBI requires instructors to have significant training in teaching 

equivalence relations, and the time needed to develop courses incorporating EBI procedures 

is sufficient (Brodsky & Fienup, 2018). However, the present body of basic behavioral and 

translational research studies demonstrating the effectiveness of EBI improving student 

performance (i.e., Fienup et al., 2010), provides evidence that this method can be useful in 

traditional classrooms. More researchers have started to evaluate this teaching method in 

these settings (i.e., Ramos et al., 2018). However, to further provide empirical support for 

EBI in applied settings, researchers should collaborate with educators outside of ABA to 

examine adaptations and simplified versions of EBI to meet traditional classroom needs.  

Personalized System of Instruction (PSI) 
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A personalized system of instruction (PSI), also known as the "Keller Plan," is a 

behavior analytic teaching model composed of small, self-paced units of instruction (i.e., 

"modules"). Study guides or teaching assistants help direct learners through the modules until 

they have mastered all the material (Keller, 1968; Twyman, 2014a). This mode of instruction 

relies on the teachers to design, individualize the teaching program for each student, and 

redesign the program in response to the student's performance on successive modules (Keller 

& Sherman, 1974). The learner cannot move forth through the PSI modules until they 

demonstrate mastery on each successive level, and the student's successful performance is 

then "reinforced" with access to the following material (Keller & Sherman, 1974). The 

learner contacts this contingency once they master the first module and access the next unit. 

The module-based learning also relies on the principles of equivalence relations and concept 

learning discussed in-depth earlier in this paper. By breaking up the content of a subject 

matter into smaller, discrete units or modules, and learning the necessary prerequisites, 

concept formation and the establishment of equivalence relations can occur (Keller & 

Sherman, 1974; Sidman, 1997; Layng, 2013). As described above, the initial PSI design 

contains five key components: unit mastery, self-pacing, lectures for motivational purposes, 

emphasis on the written word, and the use of student proctors (Keller & Sherman, 1974, p. 

24). 

Component analysis research in PSI over the past half-century contributed to 

adaptations, procedural adjustments, and identification of feature components critical for 

student success and academic achievement (Fox 2004, 2013; Eyre, 2007). For example, 

researchers have suggested PSI's key components be updated and redefined to compromise 

for administrative restrictions, traditional course semester constraints, and continuous 

advances in technology (Fox, 2004). These include unit mastery, flexible-pacing, on-demand 

course content, immediate feedback, and peer-tutoring (Fox, 2004).  
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One of the most widely recognized PSI adaptations is the computer-aided 

personalized system of instruction (CAPSI; www.webcapsi.com). CAPSI is an internet-based 

program that follows the same PSI tenets, which researchers developed at the University of 

Manitoba, where ongoing research continues today (Kinsner & Pear, 1988; Pear & Kinsner, 

1988). In a CAPSI course, the units of study are set up by instructors, covering course 

reading and the curriculum with several study questions that correspond with each unit (Pear 

& Novak, 1996). Students enter the CAPSI system and take unit tests on the course readings 

and objectives at their own pace. During unit tests, the computer randomly selects several 

short-answer questions from a question bank for students to answer. Once completed, unit 

tests are marked for mastery by peer-reviewers who have already mastered the unit, student 

proctors who have completed the class, or the instructor. Besides CAPSI, there are additional 

online course platforms with built-in software that allow instructors to structure courses using 

a PSI component, such as WebCT® and Blackboard® (Chase, 2006). These programs can set 

up mastery-based multiple-choice unit quizzes or tests, in which instructors can set a 

minimum percentage for students to meet before they obtain access to the next unit tests. 

Instructors can also set maximum attempts on unit tests to achieve mastery (e.g., three 

attempts) or set deadlines for mastery achievements (e.g., bi-weekly). Other programs, such 

as ALEKS® (www.aleks.com/about_/aleks/overview), employ PSI principles and can be 

used to set mastery-based unit tests in mathematics and statistics (Eyre, 2007). 

Research in PSI and functionally equivalent instructions (i.e., CAPSI) has 

investigated various empirical topics within the past half-century. These include PSI or 

CAPSI's overall effectiveness compared to the traditional lecture format (Kulik et al., 1979; 

Gifford & Vicks, 1982); component feature analyses (Kulik et al., 1978); differential effects 

of the immediacy, accuracy, and quality of proctor feedback (Haemmerlie, 1985; Pear, 2003; 

Martin et al., 2002a; Martin et al., 2002b; Chase & Houmanfar, 2009); and the effects of 

http://www.webcapsi.com/
http://www.aleks.com/
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PSI/blended courses (Svenningsen & Pear, 2011). This research has explored PSI's 

effectiveness in improving academic achievement (e.g., Springer & Pear, 2008), among other 

dependent variables, across various settings, disciplines, and populations (Fox, 2013). 

However, the majority of PSI research conducted has been with CALs (Eyre, 2007). To 

understand why PSI research focuses so heavily on CALs, it is important to understand the 

history of PSI. 

History of PSI 

A history of PSI begins with its founder, Fred S. 1968 who worked closely with J. 

Gilmour Sherman and other colleagues to formulate the instructional design as it is known 

today. The inception of PSI can be traced to a meeting in 1963 with several behavioral 

psychology researchers including Keller, Sherman, and Rodolpho Azzi and Carolina 

Martuscelli Bori from the University of São Paulo in Brazil (Keller & Sherman, 1974). The 

four investigators were invited to work together to develop the Department of Psychology at 

University of Brasilia and began developing a new plan of instruction (Keller & Sherman, 

1974). They all agreed the instructional plan would include learning principles (e.g., 

reinforcement, extinction, punishment, discrimination, stimulus control, conditioned 

reinforcers, conditioned punishers, generalized reinforcers, and shaping), and use didactic 

procedures that operate under operant conditioning and reinforcement theory (Keller & 

Sherman, 1974, pp. 50-58). Martuscelli Bori, Azzi, and Sherman were all advisees to 

important behavioral researchers such as Ferster, Herrnstein, Lindsley, Schlosberg, Sidman, 

and Skinner, among others. Martuscelli Bori and Azzi had previously taken courses in 

Natural Science with Skinner at Harvard and Behavioral Technology with Ferster at the 

Institute for Behavioral Research (IBR); they planned to use the knowledge from these 

courses to inform their course design.  
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Initially, all four researchers were convinced that traditional teaching methods were 

out of date. Therefore, they designed what was promised to be “one of the most radical 

courses ever given in a university setting” (Keller & Sherman, 1974, p. 7). This course was to 

be a combination of multiple methods: laboratory teaching methods employed in psychology 

courses at Columbia, methods used at IBR, the use of the PI approach where possible, and the 

use of the five components discussed earlier (Keller & Sherman, 1974).  

The theoretical account of the PSI course design outlined by Keller and Sherman 

(1974) was essentially a successive approximation to the course that took place at the 

University of Brasilia in 1964. In this course, the emphasis on lab work decreased and the 

proctor, or student teacher, was added. This design did not eliminate final exams and letter 

grades completely. However, the self-pacing feature, the performance requirement for 

advancement, the role of the lecture, and the general principles of the course remained in-tact. 

Social validity reports concluded that the students who participated successfully completed 

the first two parts of the course. All students reported that the self-pacing aspect of the course 

was their favorite part. The least desirable feature was the lack of opportunity to discuss 

materials with head professors rather than student proctors (Keller & Sherman, 1974). The 

pilot course discussed above was the initial implementation of PSI. It became a catalyst for 

thousands of successful PSI courses and hundreds of research studies evaluating the 

instructional method in just the 1970s alone (Fox, 2004, 2013). 

The Fred S. Keller School. One of the schools that Keller developed is located in 

Yonkers, New York and operates under a Comprehensive Application of Behavior Analysis 

to Schooling (CABAS®) (Greer, 1980) program (Twyman, 1998). The CABAS® schools are 

self-correcting and self-sustaining and derive from similar principles underlying PSI and 

incorporate the science of teaching in every aspect of schooling. The first Keller School 

opened in 1986, and now there are eight different schools in the U.S. and one in the U.K. that 
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use the CABAS® model (www.cabasschools.org). The Keller School functions as a 

technology-driven system of instruction that relies on the individualized instruction (i.e., PSI) 

of each student to influence the behavior of the entire education community. Student progress 

is continuously monitored, measured, graphed, and analyzed to inform necessary 

adjustments. Staff and parent training programs are also rooted in a behavior-analytic 

approach and occur frequently to adjust with the ever-changing academic performance of the 

students. Supervisors are well versed in behavior analysis and a scientific approach to 

teaching, which help ensure high treatment integrity.  

Early PSI Research from 1970-1999 with CALs 

Research studies between the early 1970s and late 1990s in PSI with CALs yielded 

positive results. Early PSI studies focused on several different areas of research. These 

include studies evaluating the differential effects of PSI compared to the traditional lecture 

method, PSI component analyses, studies addressing procrastination in PSI courses, studies 

examining the effectiveness of proctor feedback, and research on the development and 

efficacy of CAPSI. Several studies in each of these areas of PSI research will now be 

considered.  

PSI Compared to Lecture 

By 1979, there were over 3,000 papers, articles, and reports published on PSI with 

over 5,000 courses using PSI-based instructional designs (Sherman, 1982). A significant 

portion of the early studies in PSI researched and compared the differential effects of PSI and 

lecture course designs on student performance. Kulik et al. (1979) conducted a meta-analysis 

on outcome studies in PSI. The authors found 61 of the 75 studies reviewed, compared the 

effects of PSI and traditional lecture-formatted courses. Of the 61 studies that compared PSI 

and lecture courses, 57 reported the highest final examination scores using PSI. Only three 

studies’ results favored conventional instruction and one study showed the average final 
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exam scores were equivalent. Overall, the authors reported PSI is beneficial across various 

course settings with many different research designs. Kulik et al. (1979) is a seminal article in 

PSI research for its’ most significant finding: when compared to conventional instruction, PSI 

raised final exam scores from the 50th to the 70th percentile. Researchers within and outside 

ABA continued to investigate the effects of PSI compared to lecture formats on the social 

validity and academic achievements of CALs.  

For instance, Gray et al. (1986) conducted a two-experiment study in an introductory 

speech communication college course. The researchers used a group design to evaluate and 

compare the effects of adapted PSI-based course sections and lecture-recitation formatted 

sections on students' social validity and course material mastery. Both experiments indicated 

PSI-based formats were equivalent in some measures but generally more effective than 

lecture-recitation sections. The social validity measure showed students and instructors were 

more satisfied with the overall quality of the course's PSI-based sections. The PSI students 

exhibited higher overall grades on their final speeches, final examinations, and course grades. 

Other indirect measures indicated that PSI students reported less anxiety and an overall 

improvement in communication skills. This study had several limitations. The authors did not 

take any follow-up data. Therefore, they were unable to demonstrate whether PSI contributed 

to students’ maintenance of the course material. They also relied heavily on statistical data, 

which makes it difficult to assess for variability in individual performances. However, higher 

final speech grades, exam scores, and course grades, and higher social validity scores of 

student and instructor satisfaction of the PSI-based format's overall quality, support the 

implications for using this approach in college speech and communication courses. 

Jumpeter (1985) conducted a group design study that evaluated the pre- and post-test 

scores of 36 freshman and sophomore students enrolled in a university's music appreciation 

course. The author randomly assigned students to either the control group, a lecture format 
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course, or to the experimental group, a PSI-based course. Results indicated no difference in 

their listening skill improvements between the PSI and control groups. PSI students reported 

the Learning Activity Packets to be more restrictive and time-consuming than attending to 

lecture notes or listening to a musical recording. While the study results did not demonstrate 

that PSI was more effective than the lecture format in improving the listening skills of college 

students, it did prove to be as effective. Therefore, PSI might be a valuable alternative 

teaching method for this material. The students in the lecture-formatted courses gained more 

from the course material potentially because students had a longer history learning in this 

manner (Jumpeter, 1985). Lecture notes supplemented study materials (e.g., textbooks) and 

may have contributed to students' mastering objectives more quickly than students in PSI 

sections (Jumpeter, 1985). Students in PSI sections potentially required more time to master 

objectives without lecture notes due to the self-paced feature (Jumpeter, 1985). Future 

research could examine the application of deadlines to increase motivation for timely course 

completion achievements and reduce procrastination (Jumpeter, 1985). A limitation of this 

study was the author did not indicate which mastery criteria were set for students to obtain on 

Learning Activity Packets before gaining access to the following material. Therefore, it is 

impossible to determine whether or not the author set sufficient mastery criteria for ensuring 

students did indeed master the material before moving through the course. 

In another study, Gifford and Vicks (1982) evaluated the differential effects of PSI 

compared to a traditional lecture course for teaching biology to junior college freshman. This 

was the first study to examine PSI's impact at the junior college level, or post-secondary 

schooling for vocational skill training at a private junior college. The authors compared the 

pre- and post-test scores of the experimental group (PSI) and control group (traditional 

lecture). Results indicated the experimental group made significantly more gains in the post-

test scores than the control group. 
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A significant amount of research has found PSI to be more effective than the 

traditional lecture method. However, another area of research examines PSI components to 

determine which is critical and how to maximize the effects of certain features.    

PSI Component Analyses  

Another groundbreaking article published in the Journal of Personalized 

Instruction was Kulik et al.’s (1978) comprehensive review of studies that conducted 

component feature analyses of PSI. There were several experimental problems that occurred 

in this area of research for future researchers to consider (Kulik et al., 1978). These include 

nonequivalence of comparison groups, inadequate experimental treatment, inappropriate 

measurement outcomes, and methodological conclusions. However, there were many 

valuable findings that helped guide future PSI studies and course designs (Kulik et al., 1978; 

Fox 2013). The unit mastery requirement in PSI consistently led to higher levels of student 

achievement. However, the number of proctor-student interactions did not have a significant 

effect on final exam scores; in fact, Kulik et al. (1978) suggested the fewer interactions, the 

better. Also, the authors reported immediate and more descriptive feedback improved student 

performance. While delaying feedback interfered with students’ maintenance of course 

material, some studies showed delayed feedback was superior for some learning tasks. The 

authors found review units enhanced learning and student performance, and lectures were not 

necessary for student success. An essential finding was the self-pacing feature wasn’t 

necessary for student achievement. Additionally, course policies that limit self-pacing and 

provided reinforcement for student progress successfully reduced procrastination while also 

lowering PSI withdrawal rates. 

PSI Studies on Procrastination 

PSI often receives criticism for contributing to low or zero student responding rates in 

initiating or progressing through course material (Kulik et al., 1974), which raises some 
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ethical concerns. The self-paced feature can lead to the clustering of student completion 

requirements towards the end of the course, which can negatively impact academic 

performance due to potential stress increases, time-management issues, and problematic 

behaviors like procrastination. In pedagogical research, evenly distributed learning is 

preferred over heavily concentrated learning practices (Underwood & Ekstrand, 1966). An 

area of research in PSI explores ways to reduce procrastination.    

Deadline Contingencies in PSI. Specifically, Ross and McBean (1995) investigated 

the use of deadlines for reducing procrastination in PSI-based college courses. The authors 

compared the differential effects of several deadline contingencies on students’ unit-mastery 

test-taking behaviors. In four university classes using a PSI model, the authors implemented 

multiple and single deadline contingencies which involved issuing penalties for missing unit-

mastery deadlines. They measured student test-taking behaviors in four 13-week courses; 

courses A and B were introductory behavior modification courses, and courses C and D were 

advanced behavior modification courses. All four courses used a PSI model, required 

students to work independently on material, and complete three review tests to mastery 

before proceeding to successive unit test. Test retakes contained question banks with new 

exemplars and students repeated unit or review tests until they met mastery criteria (80% or 

above). The single and multiple deadline contingencies used consisted of a variable-interval, 

fixed-interval, fixed-interval (VI FI FI) schedule sequence in course A, a VI FI VI sequence 

in B, and a VI schedule in courses C and D. Results indicated the least variability in test-

taking rates were found during the VI schedules in courses C and D, which set multiple 

deadlines throughout the course.  

In conclusion, this study demonstrated it is necessary to implement test-taking 

contingencies throughout time-sensitive courses to maintain student test-taking behaviors in 

PSI courses. This study also supports the implication of multiple contingencies in PSI courses 
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to increase quiz and test-taking responses. Ross and McBean (1995) demonstrated that 

deadline contingencies could lead to more even distribution in students’ course completion, 

effectively reducing student procrastination. 

Pacing Procedures in PSI. Reisner (1984) evaluated three different pacing 

procedures on student withdrawal rates, rate of progress, final exam scores, and social 

validity measures in a PSI-based speech communication course for undergraduate students. 

The author used a group design with two experimental groups and one control in which all 

groups were in PSI courses but exposed to different pacing procedures. Students in one 

group, the reward group, earned two additional points per instructional unit mastered by the 

suggested deadlines. While students in another group, the penalty group, lost two points for 

each instructional unit they failed to master by the suggested deadlines. The final group, the 

control group, neither gained nor lost points for meeting or failing to meet suggested mastery 

deadlines. The results indicated no statistical difference in withdrawal rates between the 

groups. There was a statistically significant difference in the rate of progress between 

students in the penalty group compared to the control group, indicating slightly higher rates 

for the penalty group. However, there was very little difference between the reward and 

penalty groups’ rate of progress. There was no difference in the final exam scores between 

groups, and social validity scores were high for all groups. This study demonstrated that 

procrastination in PSI courses could significantly reduce with deadlines without impairing 

social validity scores or final exam performance.  

Feedback Research in PSI 

Limiting PSI's self-paced feature and using more "flexible pacing" like Fox (2004) 

suggested is just one method researchers found for improving the effectiveness of PSI 

components. Another component researchers examined to maximize PSI's efficiency is the 

feedback provided on unit tests. More recent PSI research examined various aspects of 
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feedback, such as immediacy, accuracy, and quality. Most early research on PSI feedback 

examined the differential effects of immediate and delayed feedback on student performance. 

One study found interesting results worth considering.  

In an early feedback study, Haemmerlie (1985) conducted two experiments that 

examined the effects of various feedback intervals in a PSI course on the performance, 

maintenance, and preferences of CALs. Based on previous research, the author hypothesized 

that student performance would improve if feedback functioned as a reinforcer. Prior studies 

in applied teaching techniques indicated immediate feedback in PSI as empirically valid 

(Kulik et al., 1978). There was limited research evaluating the timing and frequency of 

feedback (Haemmerlie, 1985).  

The first experiment in Haemmerlie (1985) compared the effects of feedback 

provided after-each-item and feedback given after-the-exam. The mastery criterion for unit 

tests was 90%, and students repeated tests until they met the requirements. The feedback type 

provided was dependent on the unit tests taken. Half of the participants were randomly 

assigned to receive one feedback condition, while the other half received the alternative 

feedback. In the after-each-item feedback condition, the proctor indicated if the answer 

provided was "correct" or "incorrect" immediately following the student's response. In the 

after-the-exam feedback condition, proctors provided answers in the same manner, except the 

student received all answers following completion of the unit test. Results in experiment one 

indicated students made more errors in the after-each-item condition compared to the after-

the-exam condition. The number of preferences for the after-the-exam feedback was only 

slightly higher than for after-each-item feedback; however, 50% of students claimed the 

after-each-item condition disrupted performance when feedback indicated they responded 

incorrectly.  
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For experiment two, Haemmerlie (1985) used the same design, except the students 

were alternately exposed to four different feedback conditions: after-each-item feedback, 

after-the-exam feedback, overnight delay, and a minimal feedback condition. The order of 

conditions was the same for all students. The after-each-item and after-the-exam feedback 

conditions were the same as the first experiment. The overnight delay condition was the same 

as the after-the-exam condition except instead of directly following the session feedback was 

provided after a 24-hr delay. In the minimal feedback condition, the control condition, 

proctors scored exams in another room and only indicated whether students met the 90% 

mastery criterion. Results in experiment two indicated more errors occurred on first attempts, 

and more attempts overall occurred in the after-each-item feedback condition. Also, students' 

performances on maintenance tests were lowest in the after-each-item feedback condition. 

Students indicated higher preferences for the after-the-exam feedback and lower preferences 

for the minimal feedback and after-each-item feedback conditions in social validity measures. 

Additionally, students reported that missing items reduced their motivation and increased 

tension and anxiety in the after-each-item feedback condition. 

  A consistent finding throughout the Haemmerlie (1985) study was that the after-each-

item feedback had a significantly more negative impact on student performance than with any 

other feedback types, including the control condition. The take-home point of this study is 

that not every form of feedback will function as reinforcement for all students, and some 

forms of feedback can potentially function as punishment. Therefore, researchers and 

instructors should take student feedback preferences into account when designing PSI 

courses. 

PSI as a Component for Teacher Training 

Another area of early research examined the effectiveness of PSI as a component for 

teacher training. As discussed earlier, The Keller School (Twyman, 1998) and others like it 
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operate under a CABAS® approach, incorporating PSI as a significant component for 

training teachers to implement behavior-analytic teaching procedures. 

For instance, in an extensive two-year study, Selinske et al. (1991) evaluated a 

CABAS® approach on several dependent variables in a small school including total and 

correct student trials taught by each of the four teacher groups and the number of objectives 

achieved. The authors also examined reliability measures for treatment package 

implementation, which included supervisor tasks and quizzes and PSI modules completed to 

mastery by teachers. The CABAS® treatment package involved applying behavior-analytic 

procedures and principles to the performance of students, teachers, and supervisors. The 

authors implemented the treatment package in a school for children with developmental 

disabilities. The treatment package included: a staff training program based on PSI, 

organizational behavior management (OBM) procedures for supervisors, regular assessment 

of teacher behaviors, and teacher assessment of all instructional trials of 38 children with 

individualized curricula designed to meet each child's needs.  

This study's (Selinske et al., 1991) major strength is the authors’ use of a multiple-

baseline-across-participants design to examine the functional relationship between CABAS® 

and the performance of four groups of teachers and their students. There were three phases: 

baseline, training, and full treatment. Results for all groups of teachers in the PSI-based 

training course indicated they met the criteria of completing a set of 10 modules to earn 

$1,000 bonuses. Subsequently, all teachers earned bonuses by the following year of the study, 

a contingency set by the authors for meeting PSI module completion criteria. Data on 

supervisors provided an index on the reliability of treatment implementation. The authors 

found the number of weekly tasks performed increased systematically as the number of 

teacher groups in treatment increased. The experimental student performance data showed 

that increases in trials taught, correct responses, and objectives met were a function of 
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implementing the CABAS® treatment package. The effects of treatment maintained in 

follow-up data.  

One relevant limitation of Selinske et al. (1991) is that the authors did not evaluate 

whether teacher completion of the PSI modules or quizzes were an essential component for 

improving student performance. Also, each module required significant time and response 

effort. Therefore, the effectiveness of bonuses given for module completion might have been 

diminished due to the delay in delivery. Future research might examine the effectiveness of 

increasing the immediacy of bonus delivery following module completion, by dividing the 

bonuses into smaller rewards. 

Early Research in CAPSI 

Development of CAPSI. The computer-aided personalized system of instruction 

(CAPSI) was pioneered at the University of Manitoba, Canada, by Joseph J. Pear and W. 

Kinsner in the early 1980s. Their initial research focused primarily on the development of 

CAPSI, which was strongly influenced by the researchers' experience with PSI, and the 

existing body of research indicating PSI as practical, if not more effective than traditional 

teaching methods (Pear & Kinsner, 1988; Kinsner & Pear, 1988). The researchers found 

CAPSI to be a highly versatile method of instruction in that it could be used in numerous 

ways and across various courses. In their research developing the instructional practice, they 

found computers to be practical tools for elevating and improving education efficiency, 

which they referred to as "catalyst(s) for design-oriented learning" (Pear & Kisner, 1988, p. 

214).  Pear and Kinsner (1988) reviewed their final CAPSI course design and reported 

successfully using the method to teach five different undergraduate courses taught over 24 

times to 650 students at the University of Manitoba.  

Pear and Kinsner (1988) discussed how CAPSI could be used effectively and 

economically in distance-learning and traditional classes. The CAPSI design was discussed 
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earlier in this section. In CAPSI, instead of proctors being students who have previously 

passed the course, unit tests are graded by student proctors in the present course who have 

already mastered them. The structure of CAPSI provides instructors with easy access to 

datasets for later analysis, including unit tests with instructor and proctor feedback. The 

authors suggested instructors periodically check proctor tests for errors, and provide feedback 

when necessary, which serves multiple functions: to ensure proctors offer high-quality 

feedback and check proctors' maintenance of the mastered material. Ultimately, CAPSI is an 

effective teaching method founded on PSI tenets that allow instructors to teach more students 

without compromising their quality of teaching or the students' learning.   

Kinsner and Pear (1988) elaborated on the types of datasets the researcher found 

available for analysis in CAPSI courses. As mentioned before, an essential feature of CAPSI 

is that data saved describes interactions that occur during the course, which can be accessed 

and analyzed at any time. These data include marking transactions, test results, date, and 

time. In this article, the authors provided example graphs of several data sets from a previous 

CAPSI course they implemented. For example, they presented the number and percentages of 

students' canceled tests, unit test passes, conditional passes, and restudy tests. Kinsner and 

Pear (1988) explained the complete accessibility of testing and marking interaction records in 

CAPSI allows instructors and researchers to rigorously observe, analyze, and assess a 

significant portion of behavior and learning in the course. The early work of Pear and 

Kinsner (Pear & Kinsner, 1988; Kinsner & Pear, 1988) was groundbreaking and steered the 

way for a whole new area of research for investigators interested in PSI and CAPSI alike.  

Efficacy of CAPSI. In another study at the University of Manitoba, Pear and Novak 

(1996) conducted a program evaluation of two undergraduate psychology courses taught 

using CAPSI. A CAPSI approach combines computer-assisted instruction (CAI) in which the 

computer provides direct teaching, computer-managed instruction (CMI) in which the 
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computer structures learning tasks and lessons, and PSI. The program evaluation involved 

social validity measures, such as student evaluations and descriptive accounts of their 

experiences and analysis of performance determinants in the courses, including passes, 

conditional passes, restudy requirements, and final exam scores. Students received a pass 

result if they answered all three-unit test questions thoroughly and correctly. They required a 

restudy (retake) if they answered any questions incompletely or incorrectly. Finally, students 

received a conditional pass if clarification of some answers were necessary. Additionally, the 

authors only used data from students who completed pre-course and post-course 

questionnaires and set two criterion variables: "participation" and "achievement", as 

computers maintained proctoring records and marks on tests and exams. The authors 

operationally defined "participation" as the amount of proctoring a student engaged in 

measured by total proctor points obtained, and "achievement" as students' grades on the final 

exam.  

The findings of Pear and Novak's (1996) CAPSI program evaluation on social validity 

measures indicated students reported the structure of the course design was highly 

convenient. While students were mildly dissatisfied with the requirement to use computers, 

they were comfortable using them, and overall, would retake the course. The regression 

analyses on proctoring and final exams showed performances in CAPSI did not differ much 

from traditional course types. The authors concluded that students that have done well in 

other course methods would do well in a CAPSI course. While it would have been interesting 

to see the display of individual data in a single subject design further to analyze the effects of 

CAPSI and variability across individuals, this study aimed to determine whether CAPSI was 

an effective alternative to the traditional lecture method.  

Crosbie and Kelley (1993) evaluated the effects of CAPSI on the academic 

performances of 51 students in an introduction to applied behavior analysis course with 
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minimal background in behavioral psychology. Previous research indicated that PSI courses 

are challenging to maintain without proctors (Green, 1974). The CAPSI design in this study 

incorporated the traditional PSI components except they eliminated the use of proctors by 

employing an automated computerized software for scoring unit tests, providing feedback, 

and keeping all records in the course. The authors set unit test mastery criteria to 90%. To 

prevent rote memorization on unit test retakes, the computer software was programmed to 

present multiple exemplars of the unit material. Presentation of numerous question models in 

unit test retakes served several functions; to improve students' ability to attend to subtle 

discriminations and promote generalization of material. Students were also required to take 

four review tests once they completed the preliminary prerequisite unit tests. Additionally, 

the study included an external-pacing structure to apply assigned deadlines for the four 

review tests. This pacing contingency involved students receiving 3% towards their grade 

when they mastered review tests by target dates, and 1% deductions occurring for each day 

between deadlines and review test mastery dates.  

Results of Crosbie and Kelley (1993) indicated all but two students completed the 

course, met the review test deadlines and met mastery on the first attempts, and therefore 

received the 3% bonus. Student overall grades were based on the cumulative scores of their 

unit tests, review tests, and assignment grades. The authors indicated the grade distribution 

was negatively skewed which is typical of PSI courses (e.g., Croft et al., 1976). Social 

validity measures were high, and students reported enjoying the CAPSI course structure, 

despite using a computerized version of proctors.  

One limitation of this study was that it was difficult to evaluate the deadline 

contingencies' effectiveness because it lacked comparison to a control group or comparison 

of conditions in which individual students act as their own control. Regardless, this study 

adds to the existing PSI and CAPSI research and provided evidence for an effective 
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computerized alternative to proctors. The course utilized computers as a reliable and cost-

efficient way to test, score, and keep up with PSI records. 

General Advantages, Disadvantages, & Considerations of Early PSI Research 

To summarize, early PSI studies examined various areas of research. Researchers 

found PSI to be at least, if not more, effective than conventional teaching methods for 

improving the student academic performances of CALs (Kulik et al., 1979; Gray et al.,1986; 

Jumpeter, 1985; Gifford & Vicks, 1982). Early component analysis research made significant 

findings that directed later research, including the strict self-pacing feature and proctor-

student interactions, as not necessary for student achievement (Kulik et al., 1978). Some 

studies examined the efficacy of deadline contingencies and different pacing procedures in 

PSI courses and found them successful for reducing procrastination, improving course 

completion, and decreasing withdrawal rates (Ross & McBean, 1995; Reisner, 1984). Other 

studies explored the role of feedback in PSI, providing evidence that immediate feedback 

provided directly after each item on unit tests may not function as reinforcement for students 

and may negatively impact performance (Haemmerlie, 1985). A smaller research area found 

PSI to be a practical component in teacher training treatment package in a CABAS® 

approach to a school for children with developmental disabilities (Selinske et al., 1991). 

Additionally, early research focused on the development of CAPSI and found it a compelling 

adaptation of PSI (Pear & Kinsner, 1988; Kinser & Pear, 1988). CAPSI has much to offer 

data-driven pedagogical research due to the nature of the instructional method’s ability to 

record various student behaviors for instructors to monitor, analyze, and evaluate any time 

(Pear & Novak, 1996; Crosbie & Kelley, 1993). 

  Overall, early researchers found PSI and CAPSI useful for improving academic 

achievements across various disciplines such as human growth and development (Lu, 1976), 

economics (Specter, 1976), writing skills (Allen, 1985), biology (Gifford & Vicks, 1982), 
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Medical School biochemistry (Weisman & Shapiro, 1973), introductory psychology (Pear & 

Novak, 1996), applied behavior analysis (Crosbie & Kelley, 1993), among many others. 

Early researchers also found PSI an effective instructional method for improving socially 

valid behaviors and vocational skills, such as reducing Navy Training dropout rates 

(McMichael et al., 1976) and teaching checking account skills to adults (Zencius et al., 1990). 

Another essential finding in early PSI research provided empirical support for assessing 

student preferences of different course design procedures for improving social validity in PSI 

courses (Bono & McAvoy, 1977).    

Recent PSI Research from 2000-Present with CALs 

PSI research within the past two decades has slowed down significantly. Several 

researchers have discussed the possible reasons for the decline (Fox, 2013; Eyre, 2007; Grant 

& Spencer, 2003). While PSI research has decreased since the early 1970s, today, researchers 

continue producing beneficial research. Several areas of PSI that more recent researchers 

have explored include the following: advancements in CAPSI development (Springer & Pear, 

2007); further investigation of the effectiveness of proctor feedback, such as immediacy, 

accuracy, and quality (Pear, 2003; Martin et al., 2002a; Martin et al., 2002b; Chase & 

Houmanfar, 2009); improving academic achievements of CALs and the use of PSI and 

CAPSI to teach various course disciplines such as weight training (Pritchard et al., 2012) and 

even a behavioral application to higher-order thinking (Crone-Todd & Pear, 2001; 

Svenningsen & Pear, 2011); implementing PSI for teacher job specialist professional training 

(Sulzer-Azaroff et al., 2008; Mayer et al., 2014); and finally the integration of PSI into other 

course methods (Paiva et al., 2017; Svenningsen & Pear, 2011).    

Further CAPSI Research 

More recent research in PSI has focused on further developments in CAPSI. 

Advancements in technology and software have opened more opportunities for researchers to 
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take advantage of the CAPSI course designs’ ability to save student performance data for 

later analysis, a suggestion made by earlier CAPSI researchers (Pear & Kinsner, 1988; 

Kinsner & Pear, 1988; Crosbie & Kelley, 1993).  

 Retroactive Analysis in CAPSI. Springer and Pear (2007) retroactively examined 

the data sets of four online undergraduate psychology CAPSI courses. The authors evaluated 

the relationship between students' final grades, peer-reviewing participation, and progress 

rates on unit tests using a less traditional self-pacing procedure. The authors were interested 

in empirically investigating if a correlation existed between lower unit test progress rates, 

thus higher procrastination, and lower final exam performance. They were also concerned 

with determining whether higher peer-reviewing participation correlated with increased final 

exam performances. The authors conducted data analyses of students' progress rates by 

dividing them into three comparison groups based on progress scores: an early-massed group 

(scores above 507), a late-massed group (scores below 393), and a distributed-progress group 

(scores between 393-507). The authors also rescored final exam grades with clearly defined 

operational definitions. Interobserver agreement was high across student progress rate 

comparisons and final exam grade rescoring.  

The results in Springer and Pear (2007) indicated students who completed all unit 

tests performed better on final exams. Still, little difference in exam scores existed between 

those students with high progress rates and low progress rates on unit tests. Peer-reviewing 

behaviors had little correlation with final exam performance, however, students with more 

peer-reviewing points tended to perform better on their final exams (Springer & Pear, 2007). 

Scores on final exams might have underestimated students' learning with more peer-

reviewing experience, but it was difficult to determine if peer-reviewing contributed to 

improved final exam scores (Springer & Pear, 2007). Also, limited student procrastination 
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might have been due to the deadline contingencies imposed on specific assignments, such as 

midterms (Springer & Pear, 2007).  

This study (Springer & Pear, 2007) supports applying the more traditional self-pacing 

feature with minimal deadline contingencies in CAPSI courses when administratively 

feasible. This study's findings also extend the work of earlier researchers in semester-less PSI 

studies suggesting that students can perform similarly on final exams despite varying levels 

of course progress rates. This study also suggests there might be two distinct categories of 

procrastination: students who finish all unit tests and those who do not (Springer & Pear, 

2007). The most significant finding of this study was the existing positive correlations 

between high peer-reviewing participation, progress rate, and final exam scores. This 

supports the implication for students to begin work earlier and engage in more peer-

reviewing, leading to increased overall performances.     

Enhancement of Feedback Research 

Another area of recent PSI research focuses on examining the effectiveness of 

different feedback aspects, such as accuracy, quality, and even measures of student 

compliance with feedback.  

General Feedback Research. Research has provided support for the implication of 

enhancing feedback in CAPSI courses (Pear, 2003). For instance, large classes limit the 

amount of verbal and written engagement instructors can provide to students on a particular 

subject matter, resulting in limited quality feedback, which can significantly reduce 

comprehension, learning, maintenance, and generalization of course material. Therefore, 

teachers are suggested to give students more short and frequent tests as well as quizzes rather 

than longer, infrequent exams as previous research demonstrated (Conner-Green, 2000). 

Contingencies for contributing to online discussions, commonly found in online college 

courses, make it difficult for instructors to evaluate and provide effective feedback to large 
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amounts of verbal material (Pear, 2003). Minimal feedback is defined as consisting of short 

statements like “good answer,” while substantive feedback as consisting of specific reference 

to the actual content of the answer (Pear, 2003). Another suggestion was instructors employ 

methods for standardizing course material to improve the accessibility of monitoring student 

activities and providing high-quality feedback (Pear, 2003). However, there is evidence to 

support the amount of substantial input given in CAPSI courses is more significant than in 

traditional lecture courses. 

Feedback Accuracy, Quality, & Compliance. Studies conducted at the University 

of Manitoba developed procedures for and analyzed proctor marking accuracy (Martin et al., 

2002a). They also examined student compliance with proctor feedback (Martin et al., 2002b) 

in a CAPSI course.   

Proctor Marking Accuracy Procedure Development. In their initial study, Martin et 

al. (2002a) developed software and identified procedures for measuring student proctor-

marking feedback accuracy for 33 students in an undergraduate course taught using CAPSI. 

Students became eligible to be a proctor for a particular unit when they met mastery for that 

unit. The procedure involved several steps: 

1. Upon request, students working through CAPSI units received randomly 

generated short-essay questions for appropriate units electronically   

2. Instructors assigned markers to each completed unit test 

3. Instructors electronically delivered completed unit tests to the assigned student 

proctors for marking 

4. And instructors electronically returned the tests to the student with written 

feedback from the markers 

The authors used a sample of 101-unit tests selected for inclusion. Two observers 

independently assessed the correctness of the 302 answers using the same criteria as the 
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proctors. Interobserver agreement was high for all questions except for 3, which the authors 

excluded. Therefore there was a total sample of 299 answers. The results of this study, along 

with student compliance to proctor feedback, were reported in Martin et al. (2002b) and is 

described below.      

Analysis of Proctor Feedback Compliance. Martin et al. (2002b) was the first study 

to assess the effectiveness of feedback provided in a CAPSI-taught course. Subsequently, the 

authors analyzed the feedback-related performances of the same 33 students enrolled in the 

CAPSI course as mentioned above. The authors were interested in investigating students’ 

accuracy in providing feedback on unit tests while acting as proctors and how well the 

students complied with proctor feedback on unit test retakes. The course contained 10 study 

units and study questions from the textbook, 10-unit tests, a midterm, and a final. There were 

two proctors or markers for a student’s unit test, and proctors were students that had 

previously passed the unit. The authors determined the criterion for meeting accuracy for an 

instance of feedback (IOF) and several responsibilities of the marker involved correctly 

identifying errors and classifying them with either models, suggestions, examples, questions, 

or page references. The authors defined Type A errors as an IOF not based on an accurate 

reading of the answer and Type B errors as an IOF not consistent with the information 

provided in the textbook or course materials. Additionally, trained observers assessed 

students’ compliance with IOFs. The observers scored feedback compliance if students 

improved answers consistent with the IOF suggestions.  

The results of Martin et al. (2002b) indicated that IOF accuracy was 87% overall. 

Feedback accuracy was slightly lower when proctors classified test question errors with 

models and questions compared to the other types. The percentage of students in full 

compliance with IOFs was 55%, and this percentage increased to 61% when the authors 

included IOFs met with partial agreement. One limitation of this study is the use of 
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descriptive data analyses, thus difficult to identify the variables functionally related to 

feedback accuracy and compliance. For example, due to the descriptive nature of the data, 

there is no way to determine whether or not training materials (i.e., task analysis on how to 

correctly provide IOFs or instructor models) had an impact on students' feedback accuracy. 

Visual analysis of single subject data might be a good addition for assessing the variables 

functionally related to feedback accuracy and compliance (Kazdin, 1982).  However, these 

studies contributed a reliable method for categorizing feedback types (Martin et al., 2002a) 

and producing measurable feedback accuracy and feedback compliance data (Martin et al., 

2002b) in a CAPSI-taught course. Additional research is needed to evaluate effective 

methods for improving student feedback accuracy and feedback compliance in a CAPSI 

course. 

Analysis of Feedback Quality. In a more recent study, Chase and Houmanfar (2009) 

used a between-group design to evaluate the differential effects of elaborate and basic 

feedback on several dependent variables related to students’ academic performances in an 

introductory to psychology course using a modified PSI design. These dependent variables 

included response accuracy, learning gains from the comparisons of first and second unit test 

attempts, performance on difficult questions, grade distribution, and social validity measures. 

The authors operationally defined elaborate feedback as explanatory feedback indicating 

which answers are correct and incorrect while also providing conceptual information, 

definitions, and references for clarification. They described basic feedback as corrective and 

numerical (0-100%), indicating whether answers were correct. Feedback was delivered 

electronically and immediately following the submission of quizzes using WebCT® 

software. Students from two of five sections of the course participated, and the authors 

randomly assigned each section to experimental or control conditions. Course section designs 

were the same for both conditions except students in the experimental condition received 
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elaborate feedback on unit tests, while students in the control condition received basic 

feedback.  

Chase and Houmanfar (2009) indicated the response accuracy results were 

undifferentiated between groups on the first unit test attempts. Still, students in the elaborate 

feedback group had more significant improvements on their second attempts. The elaborate 

feedback group had an overall 3% higher average on learning gains than the basic feedback 

group, including on difficult questions. The grade distribution was more concentrated with 

As and Bs for the elaborate feedback group. Also, social validity scores were high for both 

PSI sections, especially the experimental group, due to student reports of improved academic 

performance. 

 This study (Chase & Houmanfar, 2009) demonstrated a functional relationship 

between feedback type, question difficulty, and response accuracy, with significantly more 

improvements occurring for students who received elaborate feedback relative to students 

who received basic feedback. A significant strength of Chase and Houmanfar (2009) was 

they substituted descriptive statistical analyses with visual analyses of the students’ data, 

which allowed for further identification of the variables responsible for the differences 

between groups (Sidman, 1960). As mentioned earlier in the paper, the founder of PSI, Fred 

S. Keller, said, “the student is always right” (Keller, 1968), meaning if the student isn’t 

learning, evaluation of teaching methods or rearrangement of instructional contingencies may 

be necessary. The present study demonstrated that one way to improve student learning in 

PSI courses is by providing effective, elaborate feedback.   

PSI for Improving Academic Achievements  

PSI for Weight Training. Several recent studies have examined the effectiveness of 

PSI for improving academic achievements in diverse disciplines. For instance, Pritchard et al. 

(2012) evaluated the effects of a PSI model in a university physical activity weight training 
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course. Based on the statistics reported by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC), leisure-time activity decreased to 36.6% (CDC, 2006), while obesity rates in young 

adults aged 18 to 29 tripled from 8% in 1971-1974 to 24% in 2005-2006 (CDC, 2009). The 

authors’ proposed solution was to offer empirically based instructional methods for teaching 

physical activity programs in colleges and universities. The authors developed a physical 

education adapted PSI model based on Siedentop (1973), which included: content selection, 

managerial control, task presentation, engagement patterns, instructional interaction, pacing, 

and task progression. While previous research evaluated PSI in the physical education setting 

(Siedentop, 1973), this was the first study to examine PSI's effectiveness in a fitness-oriented 

physical education course. The authors assessed the pre-test scores of students on the 

FITNESSGRAM and knowledge tests to establish baseline performance and post-test scores 

on the measures following the PSI course completion. The FITNESSGRAM included a series 

of tests implemented to measure aerobic capacity, muscular strength and endurance, 

flexibility, and body composition. The knowledge test consisted of 50 questions designed to 

assess overall weight training knowledge. It included items related to various unit topics such 

as types of exercises used, lifting techniques, and the muscles' anatomy. 

 The results of Pritchard et al. (2012) indicated no statistical difference between pre- 

and post-scores on some FITNESSGRAM tests, including the progressive aerobic 

cardiovascular endurance run (PACER), the back saver-left leg lift, the back saver-right leg 

lift, and the trunk lift tests. However, there were significant statistical differences between the 

pre- and post-test scores in the number of curl-ups and push-ups performed and a decrease in 

the percentage of body fat and body mass index following the PSI course. The authors also 

reported there was a significant increase in knowledge test scores from pre- to post-tests. The 

adapted PSI model allowed the instructors to provide sufficient direct one-on-one contact 

with the students with minimal experience, thus enabling them to provide adequate individual 
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feedback (Pritchard et al., 2012). This study demonstrates a PSI model can effectively be 

used to teach fitness and weight training courses in colleges and universities. 

PSI for Critical Thinking. Researchers have even used PSI's empirical application to 

teaching to courses in critical or higher-order thinking. Crone-Todd and Pear (2001) 

developed a modified form of Benjamin Bloom's Taxonomy (Bloom, 1956) to behaviorally 

define and teach higher-order thinking skills to university students using CAPSI. Bloom's 

Taxonomy consists of six successive levels of critical thinking components, which the 

authors broke down in two sections: the "lower" levels and the "higher" levels. The "lower" 

levels of critical thinking are composed of knowledge or memorization and comprehension. 

A behavioral description of knowledge involves responding to questions with answers in the 

form of intraverbal chains that are word-for-word from the textual material (Crone-Todd & 

Pear, 2001). Comprehension refers to the responses a learner emits via intraverbals from the 

text but clarifies them appropriately to a particular situation of their own condition (Crone-

Todd & Pear, 2001). The "higher" levels of critical thinking are composed of application, 

analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Application refers to when the learner applies lower-level 

knowledge to a new situation or problem, essentially generalizing learned material to new 

exemplars (Crone-Todd & Pear, 2001). The analysis level involves a learner responding to 

parts of a definition or concept; in other words, smaller response units come under the control 

of smaller stimulus units (Crone-Todd & Pear, 2001). Synthesis consists of several variables 

coming together to produce new behavior. For example, the learner can break down a 

situation into component parts (i.e., task analyses) before providing a synthesized answer to a 

question. The final and highest level of critical thinking, evaluation combines all the previous 

categories for providing logical or rational arguments to defend a given position, which 

involves students employing complex sets of interconnected concepts to generate verbal 

behavior about new novel concepts (Crone-Todd & Pear, 2001).  
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Crone-Todd and Pear's (2001) behavioral application was later used in a study by 

Svenningsen and Pear (2011) to examine the pedagogical effects of CAPSI as a component 

of a blended learning method for developing and teaching critical thinking skills with CALs. 

There are many definitions of critical thinking. However, Skinner's behavioral definition of 

'critical thinking' for including in this study (Svenningsen & Pear, 2011); critical thinking is 

verbal behavior that occurs in a speaker who is also their own listener (Skinner, 1957, pp. 

438-452). The study was composed of two experiments conducted two successive years' fall 

introductory to university courses designed to ease students' transition from high school to 

college. For the first experiment, two experimental course sections received two APA-

formatted essays (1,000 words each) plus one CAPSI-based assignment. The other two non-

CAPSI course sections received three essay assignments. The CAPSI assignment required 

students to pass 20-unit tests and to peer review 10-unit tests, in which each unit 

corresponded to a single chapter of the course textbook. The unit tests consisted of three 

randomly generated short-answer questions composed according to the six levels of Bloom's 

Taxonomy and designed to assess students' critical thinking skills and learning of the 

textbook material. The authors used the Applied Critical Thinking Measure (ATCM), a 

measure consistent with a behavioral view of critical thinking, to assess students' overall 

critical thinking development at the end of the course (Svenningsen & Pear, 2011). Other 

dependent variables included students' final exam scores, performance on the critical thinking 

exam question, and performance on course content questions. The first experiment's results 

indicated CAPSI sections scored higher than the non-CAPSI sections on all measures, 

including the final exam, the critical thinking exam question, course content questions, and 

the ACTM. 

Experiment two was conducted in the fall semester following experiment one 

(Svenningsen & Pear, 2011). The authors attempted to control for the variability between 
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course conditions in experiment one, since a different instructor taught each section. In this 

experiment, the course only contained two sections, a CAPSI section and a non-CAPSI 

section, which were both taught by the same instructor. One course section received a CAPSI 

assignment similar to the one used in the first experiment, while the other section received a 

research paper assignment. The only difference in the CAPSI design of this experiment was 

that the authors developed unit test short-answer questions according to only the sixth and 

highest level of Bloom's Taxonomy, thus requiring students to evaluate a response supported 

by information from the course textbook. The authors evaluated the differential effects of 

CAPSI and traditional lecture sections on the pre- and post-ACTM scores. The results 

showed that pre-ACTM scores were slightly higher in the CAPSI section than the non-CAPSI 

sections; however, they were approximately equal prior to the study. The ACTM scores 

increased significantly in the CAPSI sections, and there was no difference between pre- and 

post-ACTM scores in the lecture sections.  

Svenningsen and Pear (2011) attempted to control for variability in experiment two. 

However, it may have been better to evaluate CAPSI effects on the same measures studied in 

experiment one (i.e., final exam scores, critical thinking question responses, course content 

questions). Assessing the impact of CAPSI on the same dependent variables would have 

provided a better comparison of the results of the two experiments. Regardless, this study 

supports earlier researchers' claims (Grant & Spencer, 2003) that PSI can be a sufficient 

method for teaching critical and higher-order thinking skills in post-secondary courses. 

Additionally, this study employed an effective CAPSI application to Bloom's Taxonomy 

(Crone-Todd & Pear, 2001) to develop and teach critical thinking skills to CALs. The authors 

also included CAPSI as a component in a blended learning course, which adds to the PSI 

literature by providing additional empirical support for students performing better in a PSI-

based hybrid teaching method compared to those in a traditional lecture course.   
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PSI for Mathematical Concepts. Additionally, Paiva et al. (2017) developed a 

computer tutorial system based on the tenets of PSI for teaching and maintaining 

mathematical concepts and evaluated its effects on students' progress and academic 

performance in an undergraduate quantitative methods course. Undergraduate students with 

varied socioeconomic backgrounds have higher failure and dropout rates (Paiva et al., 2017). 

The proposed solution was to design a PSI self-study program with formative assessment and 

automated feedback (Paiva et al., 2017). Therefore, the authors developed and designed the 

PSI-based tutorial system for implementation as a mathematical course component. They 

aimed to create a PSI-based math tutorial system to integrate into higher education programs 

for students majoring in engineering, economics, political science, management, or other 

similar degrees. The tutorial system incorporated several different software programs. The 

program's PSI mastery format involves the student writing answers in algebraic form and 

receiving immediate feedback with possible suggestions for assistance consisting of video or 

noted recommendations. When students failed to pass an e-assessment, they earned access to 

another e-assessment containing a question bank with new exemplars. This would continue 

until they reached mastery criteria (60% or above). In this study, 72 students were randomly 

assigned to either the experimental or control groups. The experimental group received the 

mastery criterion requirement for advancing to the next level in the tutorial system. The 

control group received the same recommendations; however, there were no restrictions for 

advancement to successive levels. 

The results of Paiva et al. (2017) indicated that the mean number of accesses, or e-

assessment attempts, was statistically higher in the experimental group than in the control 

group. Additionally, students in the experimental group had higher average grades than the 

control group. Because the only difference between groups was the restriction on access to 

the following level in the tutorial system, this was concluded as the contributing variable 
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responsible for improved performance in the experimental group. This study demonstrated 

that the PSI mastery component's implementation could be successfully integrated into an 

advanced level college mathematics course.    

PSI for Implementing Job Training 

Another area more recent research has examined is in using PSI-based methods for 

implementing job specialist training programs with adults with college degrees. For example, 

Sulzer-Azaroff et al. (2008) developed objectives for a series of CAPSI-taught courses in 

applied behavior analysis designed for behavior intervention specialists. The authors chose 

the course objectives based on a survey of experts in ABA intended to identify the most 

critical topics behavioral specialists are required to learn. Some of the authors later described 

the results of the course designed in Sulzer-Azaroff et al. (2008) in Mayer et al. (2014). The 

authors evaluated the effects of a series of CAPSI-taught courses in applied behavior analysis 

on behavior intervention specialists' pre- and post-test scores. The course consisted of 

required participation in discussions and field and laboratory activity assignments. Also, 

study questions were given to students to help them prepare for weekly quizzes. Students 

could take the unit tests at their own pace and when they felt adequately prepared. Results on 

unit quizzes and relevant feedback were provided to students immediately. Students were 

required to meet a mastery criterion of at least 80 percent before continuing to the following 

unit. Students could retake quizzes as often as necessary; however, question exemplars varied 

with each subsequent retake.  

The results of Sulzer-Azaroff et al. (2008) indicated that the PSI course effectively 

improved average scores on pre-test from below 60 percent to above 80 percent class average 

on post-test scores. This study demonstrates the effectiveness of CAPSI for job specialist 

training in courses in applied behavior analysis. Sulzer-Azaroff et al. (2008) provided an 
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effectively designed course based on critical components identified from expert behavior 

analysts' surveys. 

Integration of PSI with Other Teaching Methods 

PSI research within the past decade shows a trend in interest in evaluating the 

effectiveness of using PSI complimented with other empirical methods. For instance, 

Svenningsen and Pear (2011), as discussed earlier, used a CAPSI component in a blended 

learning course, which combines classroom instruction with Web-based learning. 

Researchers have also found that blended learning to be an empirically supported 

instructional method, and studies have demonstrated its’ superiority for improving student 

academic achievement compared to the traditional lecture course (e.g., Dzubian et al., 2007; 

Pereira et al., 2007). Also, Paiva et al. (2017) demonstrated the PSI mastery component was a 

successful integration into a computerized tutorial system for teaching upper-level college 

mathematical concepts in a quantitative methods course for undergraduates in a marketing 

program.  

Advantages, Disadvantages, & Considerations with Comparisons to Early PSI Research 

Although PSI research has significantly slowed down since its conception and the 

early 1970s when studies were booming, recent studies within the past two decades have 

demonstrated PSI to be an empirically sound instructional method for teaching CALs across 

diverse academic disciplines (Pritchard et al., 2012; Crone-Todd & Pear, 2001; Svenningsen 

& Pear, 2011; Paiva et al., 2017). Advancements in technology have improved the CAPSI 

design (Pear, 2003; Springer & Pear, 2007), which is efficient for data collection of various 

student behaviors, including proctor feedback accuracy and student feedback compliance 

(Martin et al., 2002a; Martin et al., 2002b).  

A majority of recent PSI research followed in earlier researchers' footsteps and 

focused on establishing procedures for measuring and examining the effects of different 
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feedback aspects. For example, researchers demonstrated students in PSI courses have more 

proficient learning gains from elaborate feedback containing corrective input, references, 

examples, and additional explanations than from simple corrective feedback (Chase & 

Houmanfar, 2009). Researchers have also continued exploring PSI's impact on vocational 

training procedures and have found it an effective instructional method for educating 

behavioral intervention specialists (Sulzer-Azaroff et al., 2008; Martin et al., 2014).  

Upon review, these studies appeared in various peer-reviewed journals, including 

several behavior-analytic journals such as the Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, The 

Behavior Analyst, Journal of Behavioral Education, and in several educational journals such 

as Computers & Education, The Physical Educator, and the Journal of Computer Assisted 

Learning. The appearance of studies in various journals ensures that at least some minimal 

dissemination of the empirical method has occurred since earlier PSI research.  

However, a review of this literature from the last two decades yielded less than a 

dozen studies. Therefore, researchers should continue to work towards disseminating PSI and 

CAPSI further. It seems recent PSI research has focused less on evaluating the differential 

effects of various deadline contingencies on students’ academic progress rates and 

performance. Therefore, researchers should continue to explore this area, as well as PSI and 

CAPSI's effectiveness as a component of other empirical instructional methods for teaching 

CALs.   

Discussion 

In this paper, I reviewed the available research on behavior-analytic teaching methods 

empirically supported for improving various academic behaviors for CALs. This literature 

review indicated several behavioral teaching methods have demonstrated their effectiveness 

for improving student performances with CALs. These include direct instruction (DI), 
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precision teaching (PT), response cards, interteaching, equivalence-based instruction (EBI), 

and personalized system of instruction (PSI). 

Advantages & Disadvantages of Each Behavioral Teaching Method 

DI 

 The review of DI research with CALs yielded limited results, as most DI studies were 

with early learners (Kinder & Carnine, 1991). While the available DI studies with CALs 

found this method beneficial for improving student academic measures with high social 

validity (Cummings et al., 2010; Cazazza, 1993) there was only one study without crucial 

design flaws or not lacking in demonstration of experimental control (Kits & Thorpe, 1995). 

PT 

On the other hand, the review of PT research with CALs yielded significantly more 

research than DI. A PT-based method called SAFMEDS has demonstrated a valuable 

instructional component for improving student mastery and fluency in course material across 

various disciplines (Quigley et al., 2017). Several universities and college programs have 

used or actively use PT and PT-based methods (e.g., SAFMEDS) to increase mastery and 

fluency learning in their courses (Johnson & Layng, 1992; McDade & Brown, 2001). 

Response Cards 

Research in response cards with CALs was skim. Most studies examining the 

effectiveness of response cards for improving students' academic performances on daily and 

weekly quizzes yields either undifferentiated results (Shabani & Carr, 2004) or were only 

slightly higher compared to baseline or control groups (Kellum et al., 2001; Marmolejo et al., 

2004; Malanga & Sweeney, 2008). However, recent technological advancements and the 

development of functionally similar electronic response cards via online applications and 

programs (e.g., Poll Everywhere, Kahoot! ©, etc.) create opportunities for researchers to 

explore the efficacy of this behavioral teaching method with CALs. 
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Interteaching 

Several newer behavioral teaching methods developed within the last couple of 

decades, interteaching and EBI, have demonstrated their effectiveness with improving 

academic performance with CALs. Interteaching is a package of multiple components that 

relies heavily on student discussions based on instructor-built study guide questions and 

course objectives (Querol et al., 2015). While a recent comprehensive review of interteaching 

(Querol et al., 2015) found at least two dozen studies demonstrating this instructional method 

effectively improves various academic behaviors with high social validity, there are very few 

studies that conducted component analyses. More research is needed to investigate which 

components of this instructional package are critical for student achievement. 

EBI 

Similarly, researchers have found EBI to be an effective instructional method for 

teaching equivalence relations to CALs across various stimulus classes (i.e., neuroanatomy, 

piano skills, mathematics). However, a significant portion of the EBI research conducted was 

in highly controlled laboratories (Brodsky & Fienup, 2018). Although some studies exist 

(Greville et al. 2016; O'Neill et al., 2015; Pytte & Fienup, 2012; Varelas & Fields, 2017; 

Ramos et al., 2018), much less of the EBI research conducted was in applied or more 

naturalistic classroom settings (Brodsky & Fienup, 2018). Therefore, more research is needed 

to adapt and develop curricula that effectively integrate EBI methods and examine the 

effectiveness of this EBI-based curriculum for improving the academic behaviors of CALs. 

PSI 

The final behavior-analytic instructional method reviewed, PSI, was developed by a 

renowned researcher in behavior analysis, Fred S. Keller (1968), and yielded the most 

significant results with CALs. PSI and its computerized adaptation, CAPSI, have an 

extensive research history demonstrating their effectiveness for improving various student 
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academic behaviors and adult vocational skills in diverse disciplines across numerous settings 

for over half a century. 

Early PSI. The early 1970s to the late 1990s was a prime era for a considerable 

amount of PSI research. Investigators found PSI to be as effective, but generally more 

effective than traditional lecture for improving academic achievements (Kulik et al., 1979; 

Gray et al., 1986; Jumpeter, 1985; Gifford & Vicks, 1982). Early researchers also conducted 

component analyses that helped to identify the PSI components critical for student success 

(Kulik et al., 1978). They also found that limiting PSI's self-paced feature by using deadline 

continencies reduced student procrastination and improved course progress and academic 

performances (Ross & McBean, 1995; Reisner, 1984). Early PSI research indicated feedback 

was most effective if delivered following the completion of unit tests (Haemmerlie, 1985). 

Researchers developed and found CAPSI a successful adaptation of PSI that is an efficient 

data-yielding instructional method (Pear & Kinsner, 1988; Kinsner & Pear, 1988; Pear & 

Novak, 1996; Crosbie & Kelley, 1993). Lastly, researchers found PSI a practical component 

in teacher training procedures for improving treatment integrity in a CABAS®-based school 

for children with developmental disabilities (Selinske et al., 1991). 

Recent PSI. While recent research in PSI has significantly declined since the late 

1990s, researchers have examined PSI and CAPSI's effectiveness across numerous student 

academic behaviors in the past couple of decades. More recent PSI research has produced 

advancements in CAPSI (Springer & Pear, 2007) and developed effective procedures for 

measuring student proctor feedback accuracy and feedback compliance (Martin et al., 2002a, 

2002b). Current PSI researchers have demonstrated the efficacy of delivering elaborate 

feedback rather than basic corrective feedback (Chase & Houmanfar, 2009). More recent 

research has shown improved student learning in widely different academic disciplines 

(Pritchard et al., 2012; Crone-Todd & Pear, 2001; Svenningsen & Pear, 2011; Paiva et al. 
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2017). Also, studies have found PSI to be an effective procedure for job specialist skill 

training (Sulzer-Azaroff et al., 2008; Martin et al., 2014). Other studies in PSI have even 

shown some promise when combined with other empirical teaching methods (Svenningsen & 

Pear, 2011). Less recent PSI research focused on component analyses or investigating the 

effectiveness of deadline contingencies for improving course progress or student academic 

performances. 

Evaluation & Comparison of Behavioral Teaching Methods 

There are many evidence-based practices derived from principles of behavior analysis 

available for university and college instructors to choose from when selecting a teaching 

method to use with their students. However, based on the present review of the literature with 

CALs, I suggest further research examine the effectiveness of several teaching methods with 

this population, including DI, response cards, interteaching, and EBI. Also, PT-based 

methods, such as SAFMEDS, have demonstrated this method as an effective additional 

component to other teaching methods (Kubina et al., 2009); however, little research showed 

this to be sufficient as a stand-alone procedure for improving learning in traditional college 

settings (Quigley et al., 2017). Additionally, little research has examined the combined 

effects of the evidence-based practices above. Future research in combining methods could 

be especially valuable for developing effective college curricula that include practices 

typically used as components in other instructional methods, such as response cards, EBI, and 

PT. 

Finally, based on this review's findings, of all the behavioral teaching methods 

discussed above, PSI and the sibling method CAPSI had the most robust literature supporting 

their effectiveness for improving various academic behaviors with CALs. These evidence-

based instructional methods show the most promise in terms of adaptability and flexibility for 

instructors to integrate into disparate course disciplines in a traditional classroom, blended 
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learning, or distance learning setting. In the following sections, I will discuss the common 

misconceptions about PSI, the advantages and barriers to using PSI-based methods, and 

suggestions for future research.          

PSI with CALs: Misconceptions & Reasons for Research Decline 

Despite the significant body of research supporting PSI's efficacy to teach CALs, 

there has been a considerable decline in PSI research conducted within the past couple of 

decades. Several investigators have examined the possible reasons for this decline. 

PSI has often been overlooked due to educational establishments resistance to change 

and the significant time demanded setting up and maintaining PSI courses (Grant & Spencer, 

2003). A contributing factor is the implementations of ineffective teaching methods called 

"PSI" that do not contain the critical PSI components (Grant & Spencer, 2003). Another 

reason is there are several misconceptions about the nature of PSI in academic literature, 

including that PSI is not appropriate for teaching higher-order thinking (Grant & Spencer, 

2003). However, several research studies supported a behavioral approach to using PSI to 

teach critical thinking skills with CALs (Crone-Todd & Pear, 2001; Svenningsen & Pear, 

2011).  

The debate of the decline of PSI continued and Eyre (2007) agreed with several 

previous arguments (Grant & Spencer, 2003). A possible reason for the fall of PSI is because 

PSI courses diverge from “true” PSI to “something-like-it” in that they are missing key 

components such as the unit mastery or self-pacing features, which makes it difficult to 

assess the effectiveness (Eyre, 2007). Educational establishment resistance has been seen 

through university and college administrations blocking PSI based on the belief teachers are 

not teaching unless they are standing in front of a class (Eyre, 2007). Additionally, 

educational researchers might have lost interest in PSI due to complaints of the course's time-

sensitive nature (Eyre, 2007).  
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Fox (2013) reiterated the likely reasons for PSI's decline mentioned by earlier 

researchers. Moreover, instructors often have difficulty adapting the self-paced model to 

traditional academic calendars (Fox, 2013). However, although the exact reasons for why PSI 

fell from favor are unknown, it is not due to a lack of student achievement with this method 

(Fox, 2013).   

Advantages of PSI with CALs 

Limiting Self-Pacing with Deadline Contingencies. There are many advantages to a 

PSI approach for college students and adult learners. The self-paced feature of PSI allows for 

flexibility in course structure (Fox, 2004). This component permits instructors to 

individualize the course in terms of student’s needs, instructors’ time, and adaptability to 

various course disciplines (Querol et al., 2015; Mayer et al., 2014). Instructors can also limit 

the self-paced feature by using deadline contingencies to reduce student procrastination and 

improve course progress rates without compromising PSI’s efficacy for improving student 

academic achievements (e.g., Ross & McBean, 1995; Reisner, 1985). 

Technological Improvements. Also, in an ever technologically advancing society, 

PSI’s computerized adaptation CAPSI can be implemented across many classroom settings, 

including distance education (Grant & Spencer, 2003). CAPSI also offers instructors the 

capability to keep records easily and access data sets of various student academic behaviors 

(Pear & Kinsner, 1988; Kinsner & Pear, 1988; Pear & Novak, 1996; Springer & Pear, 2007). 

Easy access to data permits instructors to actively analyze student performance patterns and 

make individual adjustments to instructional procedures as necessary. 

PSI Combined with other Evidence-Based Practices. Additionally, PSI can be 

combined with other evidence-based practices (e.g., Svenningsen & Pear, 2011) or even 

implemented as job specialist training procedures (e.g., Sulzer-Azaroff et al., 2008). PSI-

based methods can be used successfully across a diverse range of course disciplines including 
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upper-level college mathematics (Paiva et al., 2017), physical fitness and weight training 

(e.g., Pritchard et al., 2012), and even higher-order thinking courses (e.g., Svenningsen & 

Pear, 2011) despite doubts from early researchers (e.g., Meek, 1977). Furthermore, PSI can 

be implemented at a variety of scales, from within one classroom, across entire undergraduate 

or graduate programs (e.g., Martinez-Diaz & Wilder, 2016), or on a school-wide basis (e.g., 

Selinske et al., 1991). 

PSI Components with Most Empirical Support. Finally, the PSI components with 

the most empirical support and found to be most critical for students’ academic success are 

the unit mastery and immediate feedback features (Fox, 2013). The unit mastery requirement 

ensures students have learned previous material before moving on to more advanced course 

material (Keller, 1968). The most beneficial aspect of this feature is students can take unit 

tests as often as necessary to master the material. However, instructors can easily set limits on 

the number of unit test attempts allotted and vary the mastery criterion accordingly based on 

the difficulty of the material. The feedback component is essential for students learning from 

one unit test attempt to the next (Fox, 2004, 2013). Elaborate feedback is the most effective 

for producing the most learning gains (i.e., Chase & Houmanfar, 2009). PSI courses can be 

structured so that student proctors provide feedback (e.g., Martin et al. 2002a, 2002b); 

however, computerized program alternatives to proctors have also been successful (e.g., 

Crosbie & Kelley, 1993). 

Barriers 

There are several potential barriers to implementing PSI with college students and 

adult learners that may be worth considering. First, some college course structures might 

limit the feasibility of the implementation of a PSI model. For example, the self-paced feature 

might be more challenging to integrate into traditional semesterly courses. Second, resistance 

from administrative staff in colleges and universities might present a barrier to PSI's 
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application with CALs for several reasons. One is the time required to develop and maintain 

PSI programs (Buskist et al., 1991; Cracolice & Roth, 1996; Lloyd & Lloyd, 1986).  Another 

reason for administrative resistance to incorporating PSI methods is the educational 

establishment's reluctance to change (Buskist et al., 1991; Cracolice & Roth, 1996; Lloyd & 

Lloyd, 1986; Sherman, 1992) or altogether prohibiting PSI courses (Sherman, 1992).  

Proposed Solution to Barriers. I propose that a solution to the limitations and 

barriers posed by administrative resistance to implementing PSI for CALs may be a hybrid 

PSI/flipped-learning course model. Flipped learning is a pedagogical approach that involves 

direct instruction moving from the group learning space to the individual learning space. The 

resulting group space becomes a dynamic, interactive learning environment where the 

educator guides students to apply concepts and engage creatively in the subject matter 

(Flipped Learning Network, 2014).  

Hybrid PSI/Flipped Learning Course. For example, semesterly courses could be 

designed based on either traditional classroom or blended learning settings. Instructors could 

develop PSI-based learning modules for students to work through course objectives between 

class meetings. Instructors could dedicate class time to having student-led group discussions 

on the course material students worked through each week. Instructors could guide and 

facilitate discussions as needed. Course grades could be calculated based on the total 

percentages of students’ participation grades from class discussions and unit completion 

grades from the PSI-based modules.    

Potential Benefits. There are many student benefits of the flipped learning component 

of the PSI/flipped learning hybrid model described above (Sota, 2016a). Students who 

require the most help on material covered in PSI modules could get assistance from peers and 

instructors during in-class activities and review. Flipped learning requires that students learn 

time-management skills and incorporates student choice in in-class activities (2016a). By 
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combining a flipped learning approach to a PSI course, behavioral repertoires are more likely 

to be complete. Any concepts not learned in at-home material can improve during in-class 

meetings (2016a). In addition to PSI coursework, flipped learning further promotes 

individualized, personalized, and discrimination learning due to in-class opportunities to 

observe and participate in demonstrations of learned concepts (2016a).  

Pilot Research. One initial application of a flipped-PSI hybrid model was 

implemented by a faculty member in the Applied Behavior Analysis and Clinical Science 

(ABACS) program at Rollins College, Dr. Stephanie Kincaid (personal communication, June 

22, 2018). Dr. Kincaid is a committee member and advisor on the present review. In a pilot 

study, Kincaid designed a computerized PSI course used in conjunction with in-class 

meetings structured based on a flipped-learning design. Kincaid measured the quiz attempts 

to mastery in each successive PSI module and manipulated the question bank sizes. Students 

could retake module quizzes an infinite number of times, but a requirement of 100% correct 

responding allowed students to move on to the following module. Kincaid also measured the 

in-class quiz scores, which included new exemplars of the concepts covered in the modules 

assigned for each week’s class. It is hypothesized that high in-class quiz scores will be a 

function of higher module quiz attempts when the bank size was increased, containing more 

exemplars of the concepts of those modules. 

Future Research  

Future research examining the effectiveness of this hypothetical PSI/flipped-learning 

hybrid model proposed above might focus on conducting a descriptive analysis of 

retrospective data sets from Kincaid’s (personal communication, June 22, 2018) pilot 

research. Descriptive analyses of Kincaid’s pilot research might help inform future research 

examining the utility of this proposed PSI-based model with participating undergraduate or 

first-year graduate students in various potential courses. One empirical question worth 
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studying might be: Will systematically increasing the bank size of module quizzes and 

exposing students to multiple exemplars in a hybrid PSI/flipped-learning promote 

generalization of material and improve in-class quiz scores? I hypothesize that by increasing 

the bank size of PSI-module based quizzes, we will be exposing students to multiple 

exemplars, thus, increasing the probability of high quiz scores. 

General Conclusion 

The paper aimed to provide a comprehensive review of evidence-based practices in 

education shown to demonstrate empirical support for improving various academic behaviors 

and learner outcomes. Research in behavior analysis in education has declined in the last 

half-century. Even more, the learner population neglected most in this declining era of 

behavior-analytic educational research is college students.  

Behavior-analytic instructional methods found to be generally effective with this 

learner population include direct instruction (DI), precision teaching (PT), response cards, 

interteaching, and equivalence-based instruction (EBI). However, personalized system of 

instruction (PSI) yielded the most significant results in terms of studies demonstrating this 

methods’ effectiveness for improving academic achievement with college-aged and adult 

learners. In this review, I discussed possible reasons PSI has been overlooked in education 

and the advantages and barriers to using this method. Finally, I proposed using a hybrid 

PSI/flipped learning course method as a potential solution to some of the barriers instructors 

might face when implementing PSI-based practices. I suggest future research investigate the 

efficacy using this proposed instructional model. In conclusion, PSI-based instructional 

methods have a strong research foundation of over half a century that educators can and 

should build on. 
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